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4Abstract
This thesis presents a formal method for the the design of optimal and provably correct
procedural controllers for chemical processes modelled as Stochastic Discrete Event Sys-
tems (SDESs). The thesis extends previous work on Procedural Control Theory (PCT) [1],
which used formal techniques for the design of automation Discrete Event Systems (DESs).
Many dynamic processes for example, batch operations and the start-up and shut down of
continuous plants, can be modelled as DESs. Controllers for these systems are typically
of the sequential type.
Most prior work on characterizing the behaviour of DESs has been restricted to de-
terministic systems. However, DESs consisting of concurrent interacting processes present
a broad spectrum of uncertainty such as uncertainty in the occurrence of events. The
formalism of weighted probabilistic Finite State Machine (wp-FSM) is introduced for
modelling SDESs and pre-defined failure models are embedded in wp-FSM to describe
and control the abnormal behaviour of systems. The thesis presents efficient algorithms
and procedures for synthesising optimal procedural controllers for such SDESs.
The synthesised optimal controllers for such stochastic systems will take into con-
sideration probabilities of events occurrence, operation costs and failure costs of events in
making optimal choices in the design of control sequences. The controllers will force the
system from an initial state to one or more goal states with an optimal expected cost and
when feasible drive the system from any state reached after a failure to goal states.
On the practical side, recognising the importance of the needs of the target end
user, the design of a suitable software implementation is completed. The potential of both
the approach and the supporting software are demonstrated by two industry case studies.
Furthermore, the simulation environment gPROMS was used to test whether the operating
specifications thus designed were met in a combined discrete/continuous environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Discrete Event Systems (DESs) are systems in which state changes take place in response
to events that occur discretely, asynchronously and often non-deterministically. Many
dynamic processes can be modelled as Discrete Event Systems (DESs). For example,
the operation of chemical plants involves a large number of event-driven and sequential
activities during plant startup and shutdown, alarm handling, execution of emergency
procedures, and equipment interlocking.
The primary goal of formal techniques in the design of automation systems for DESs
is to identify a set of control commands which force the uncontrolled system from a given
initial state to one or more goal states, while meeting a set of operating specifications
and in a safe way. Research on development of control systems for DESs, especially
for Chemical Processes, has concentrated on two main different topics, (i) the synthesis
of control procedures and (ii) the verification. Verification deals with the problem of
determining whether a proposed controller satisfies a set of specifications when used to
control a given DES. Synthesis (also called design of controllers) is concerned with the
design of a sequence of control steps that is guaranteed to force the system from an initial
state to desired goal states. Control theoretic techniques such as Supervisory Control
Theory (SCT) [2, 3, 4] and Procedural Control Theory (PCT) [1], which shares some of
its foundation theory with SCT, emerge as the most promising for synthesis of sequential
controllers [5].
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In contrast to the work based on purely discrete event dynamic models, the study
of hybrid systems has received considerable attention in the DESs community. The dis-
tinguishing feature of hybrid systems is the interaction between continuous dynamics (de-
scribed by differential equations), and discrete event dynamics and logic specifications
(represented by automata and Petri nets etc). The study on this class of system is mo-
tivated by its ability to represent dynamical processes in a large variety of application
areas. Several formalisms (e.g. hybrid automata [6], hybrid Petri nets [7], object dif-
ferential Petri nets [8] etc) exist to model hybrid systems. Researchers have covered a
range of topics such as simulation [8], fault diagnosis [9, 10] and control [11, 12, 13]. For
the control problem, hybrid systems are often so complex that tools similar to those that
pertain to linear systems cannot be applied. A study of supervisory control of hybrid sys-
tems was done by [12,13]. However, their supervisor is designed using controller synthesis
techniques (i.e. SCT) based on the discrete-event model extracted from a hybrid system.
Discrete abstractions represented by a DES plant model have been used to approximate
the continuous plant. The complexity of hybrid models considerably increases the diffi-
culty in synthesising procedural controllers. This thesis will therefore be developed based
on purely discrete event dynamic models.
Most prior work on characterizing the behaviour of DESs has been restricted to
deterministic (non-stochastic) systems. However, uncertainties are unavoidable in the
design and control of engineering systems. DESs consisting of concurrent interacting pro-
cesses present a broad spectrum of uncertainties, including uncertainty in the occurrence
of some events and in the outcome of actions selected by a control policy. Some work
(e.g. [14,15,16]) exist in the DESs community to study stochastic systems. However, they
are restricted to SCT and none of the approaches considered the possibility and implica-
tions of forcing controllable transitions. They did not consider process control problems
and the role that an optimality analysis can take in the design of controllers. Also, despite
a growing demand for safety and reliability of DESs in applications such as nuclear plants
and chemical process plants, these works did not support the modelling and control of
process failure or abnormal behaviour.
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In this thesis, a formal framework is proposed for the synthesis of optimal logic
feedback controllers for stochastic DESs based on a control engineering approach. The
approach builds on techniques developed for PCT, which is characterized by a forcing
control method as opposed to the disabling supervisory control of SCT. The uncertainties
in process dynamics are characterized as probabilistic sequences of events, rather than via
deterministic modelling. A new representation, named weighted probabilistic Finite State
Machines (wp-FSMs) is developed in section 4.1 to provide a suitable framework for these
stochastic processes. This research considers the safe operation of a DES by embedding
pre-defined failures model in wp-FSMs to describe and control the abnormal behaviour of
systems.
For the design problem, the strategy in this work relies on an “optimal control”
approach. A controller is designed to restrict the behaviour of the system to a desirable
subset of states and trajectories (i.e. the specification) while considering both normal
and uncertain failure behaviour of the process. Synthesised optimal procedural controllers
for such stochastic systems will take into consideration probabilities of events occurrence,
operation costs and failure costs of events in making optimal control decisions. Such
algorithms will have two aims: 1) of searching, at each time instant, for an optimal
sequence of control actions that carry the stochastic system from the current state to the
goal states with a minimum expected cost, and 2) of driving the system from any state
reached after a failure to goal states, also with an optimal emergency sequence.
A motivating example in section 1.1 discusses motivations and the conceptual re-
quirements of this approach.
1.1 Motivations and Aims
1.1.1 Modelling
The main goal is to produce a representation of a stochastic DES which is both effective
for modelling complex systems, and which is amenable to formal analysis. The DESs are
modelled as Finite State Machine (FSMs) comprising a finite set of states and transitions
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in both PCT and SCT. The nonstochastic behaviour of DESs is generally modelled by the
set of relevant sequences of events that can occur in the system.
A simple example of a nonstochastic DES is a valve. The valve may be modelled as
a two-state FSM as shown in Figure 1.1. Nodes on the graph represent states and edges
represent transitions. The valve has two states {closed, open} and two transitions, open
and close the valve.
 Closed 
   Open 
Valve 
Open Close 
Figure 1.1: FSM Model of Valve
However, consider a process where a valve is opened from the state closed with
probability p=0.98 of the action succeeding and is closed from the state open also with
probability 0.98.
From the state-machine point of view, the transition relation of the corresponding
automaton should be specified by defining the states reachable after the occurrence of
transitions, together with their probability. Thus, the valve can be represented by the
weighted probabilistic FSM (wp-FSM) in Figure 1.2. The transitions joining two states are
associated with a probability, which is the probability of executing that specific transition.
 Closed 
   Open 
     Valve 
Open  
Probability: 0.98 
Open Cost: 100 
Failure Cost: 200 
 
Close  
Probability: 0.98 
Close Cost: 200 
Failure Cost: 250 
 
Figure 1.2: wp-FSM Model of Valve
If the transition is not successful, the system will remain in the original state. This
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can be represented explicitly by a self-transition, as in Figure 1.3, where each self-transition
has probability of P = 0.02. The two graphical representations of Figure 1.2 and 1.3 are
equivalent. The thesis uses the representation in Figure 1.2.
  
 Closed 
   Open 
     Valve 
Open  
Probability: 0.98 
Open Cost: 100 
 
 
Close  
Probability: 0.98 
Close Cost: 200 
 
Probability: 0.02 
Failure Cost: 200 
     Probability: 0.02 
     Failure Cost: 250 
Figure 1.3: Self-transition of Valve
This wp-FSM structure is studied in more detail in section 4.1. Probabilistic FSMs
are more general representations than deterministic FSMs. A deterministic FSM is a
specific example of a wp-FSM when p = 1 for all transitions. The deterministic FSM is
typically predicated on idealised assumptions (e.g. complete confidence of the process).
There are several motivations for considering wp-FSMs for the procedural control.
First, it is quite natural to consider models with new stochastic behavior. Random
phenomena cannot be described with deterministic FSMs. The quantification of such
uncertainty, and evaluation of the effect on the system, should include the concept of
probability.
Furthermore, the procedural control of DESs potentially involves risks (failures),
and therefore, the synthesis of related controllers require risk-benefit trade-offs. All of
these require introducing a probabilistic FSM. The role of probability is quite pervasive
and it ranges from the description of uncertainty and failure information to the design of
optimal controllers.
The modelling framework proposed here also incorporates costs of both normal
and possible abnormal (failure) behaviours: operation cost and failure cost. This was also
indicated in Figure 1.2 as additional labels for each transition. The unpredictable and
uncertain behaviour of many mechanical components and systems make it desirable to
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include in the DESs model the probability of the failure of events (e.g. the breakdown of
a pump or the leakage of a tank) and the corresponding failure cost (i.e. the cost to repair
the pump, or the penalty for the damage and undesirable affects arising), in addition to
the normal operating cost (i.e. physical resources and capital that may be used by the
controller to execute events).
In general, the expected normal operating cost could be reduced by using cheaper
( but with a higher malfunction probability) components, equipments and systems. The
fact that this is undesirable should be reflected in increased expected failure costs. Con-
sequently it is necessary to find an optimal controller. This is the fundamental trade-off
that makes this approach necessary.
The approach for the control of DESs should evolve to the point where designers
may be able to design procedural controllers which not only satisfy logical constraints but
also maximise or minimise relevant quantitative measures of the system such as probability
of failure and cost, which requires the consideration of wp-FSMs.
1.1.2 Failure
The operation of valve in Figure 1.2, for example, may fail due to a breakdown of a portion
of valve, loss of a message packet in a cable communication network or blockage in the
valve movement. These are typical examples of failures in such discrete event systems.
Two mechanisms are used to represent process failure information and to handle
it. Firstly, as discussed in section 1.1.1, a probabilistic FSM model described in Figure
1.2 can naturally represent the implicit occurrence of a “failure”. A wp-FSM is one where
there is a probability p of occurrence associated with the transitions in the FSM and so
the transitions can fail with probability 1− p. In other words, wp-FSM implicitly present
failures by their quantitative measures such as failure probability and cost, which will be
considered for synthesising procedural controllers.
Secondly, the model defines a special type of transition in wp-FSM model - an
explicit failure transition - to represent the set of pre-defined failures. A plant controller
needs to respond to such failures (pre-defined) so that the controlled system can if possible
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recover the operation after these failures.
Failure Transition
The term “Failure Transitions” refer to pre-defined failure events which can cease the
normal operation and whose probability is relatively low. Clearly, it is not desirable to
generate procedural controllers that rely on a failure event for their execution. However,
a procedural controller ought to respond to failures or abnormal behaviours and it should
drive the system from any state reached after a failure to desired final states.
In PCT, there are two different transition types: controllable transitions and un-
controllable transitions. Controllable transitions are initiated by a procedural controller,
such as on/off of a valve. Uncontrollable transitions are either internal uncontrolled events
(e.g. a level increasing/decreasing), or external disturbances (e.g. an unexpected supply
shortage).
The uncontrollable events in PCT are thus partitioned into two classes, normal
uncontrollable transition and failure transition. A simple example is a failure of starting
a mixer, as in Figure 1.4.
   Off 
    On 
Failed 
   Mixer 
Normal Operate 
Probability: 0.9 
Failure 
Probability: 0.1 
Figure 1.4: Pre-defined Failure Transition
The motivation is to look for a controller which embeds an internal model of the
failure and thus is able to intrinsically compensate for its effect. In other words, a Fault
Detection and Isolation(FDI) design stage is not required, but a proper design of a dynamic
controller is produced which is implicitly fault tolerant to all the possible failures whose
models are already embedded in the process model.
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1.1.3 Control
This research addresses the problem of designing optimal procedural controllers for stochas-
tic DESs modelled as wp-FSMs. The purpose of a procedural controller is to force the
process from some pre-defined initial states to one or more goal states while restricting its
behaviour to a desirable subset of states and trajectories (i.e. the specifications).
For this design problem, the strategy followed in this work relies on an “optimal
control” approach. First, an objective “expected cost” function has to be defined which
takes into consideration all quantitative information such as the probability of event oc-
currences, operation costs and failure costs of transitions in making optimal choices in
the design of control sequences. Then, the problem is to design optimal controllers which
will force the system to reach the goal states from the initial state of a stochastic DES
with a minimum expected cost. The algorithm to identify such controllers needs to solve
a stochastic shortest path problem and also needs to handle abnormal behaviours by syn-
thesising optimal emergency procedures.
The need for such optimisation is clear. Engineers may assume the worst case situ-
ation (e.g. the highest failure rate of the equipment) and develop conservative procedural
controllers for the system. The resulting controller may be too expensive and complex.
On the other hand, an inexpensive but less conservative procedural controller may not be
good enough to ensure a desired level of performance or safety of the system in the face of
failures. Therefore, the most desirable solution is a controller that is optimal, in the sense
of minimum expected cost, based on trade-off among cost, risk and benefit.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
The major novel contributions of the thesis are:
• The development of weighted probabilistic FSM (wp-FSM) to describe both qualita-
tive and quantitative behaviour of stochastic DESs. Pre-defined failures are embed-
ded in wp-FSM as explicit failure transitions to describe and control the abnormal
behaviour of systems.
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• The development of a structured approach for designing an optimal procedural con-
troller for stochastic DESs (SDESs) modelled as wp-FSMs and for dealing with
failures. A suitable objective function (the expected cost) was defined for this ap-
proach.
• The development of two optimisation algorithms and procedures to solve the control
problem. The thesis also provided some preliminary results of a method for estimat-
ing the numerical values of cost and probability parameters, which play a crucial
role in the solution of the problems.
• The practical implementation of the above methods in a software suitable for indus-
trial applications.
This thesis is organised into three parts: a review of previous related work and
background PCT theory, new theoretical developments and their implementations into
algorithms and software, and case studies. The technical contributions are described
chapter by chapter.
Introduction. Section 1.1 has given the broad motivations and aims of the work.
Section 1.1.1 presented what needs to be modeled in DESs under uncertainty. Section 1.1.2
described how to represent failure behaviour within a stochastic modelling framework.
Proposed control problems and their motivations were presented in section 1.1.3.
An Overview of Related Work. Chapter 2 presents an extensive overview of
existing work on modelling and control of both deterministic DESs and stochastic DESs.
Procedural Control Theory. Chapter 3 gives the basics of PCT that are the
foundation of this thesis. The related concepts and techniques of PCT are reviewed.
Modelling of Stochastic DESs. Chapter 4 begins the theoretical contribution
of this work. It presents the basic probabilistic model (wp-FSM) for stochastic DESs.
A probabilistic FSM is a state machine whose transitions lead to a probability distribu-
tion over the transitions that can occur and the new state that is reached. A weighted
probabilistic FSM is a probabilistic FSM that each transition associated with costs. The
probabilistic model is an extension of the ordinary FSM since a deterministic FSM is a
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specific example of a probabilistic FSM when p = 1 for all transitions. Section 4.2 gives
some basic notation and preliminaries that are necessary to understand the thesis. Section
4.3 introduces two operators on the basic wp-FSM which are used to construct an overall
process model.
Optimal Procedural Control of Stochastic DESs. Chapter 5 shows how to
formalize the optimal procedural control design problem for stochastic DESs and shows
how to solve it. It start by formalizing the idea of the expected cost of control actions
and then propose the optimal procedural control problem (OPCP) foundation. In section
5.3, two synthesis algorithms and a global synthesis procedure are developed to solve the
OPCP problem. Algorithm 1 is an efficient label-setting algorithm to solve the problem
under a strict assumption. Algorithm 2 relaxes this assumption and is a label-correcting
style algorithm. Section 5.4 presents the detailed definition of costs and probabilities and
the methods used to estimate the costs and probability associated with transitions.
Implementation of Optimal Procedural Control. This chapter presents the
computational implementation of the theoretical work as required for industrial applica-
tions. The chapter begins by presenting the design of a suitable data structure in section
6.1.1. Section 6.1.2 outlines the C++ implementation of the theoretical work into the
PCT Toolbox. Details of the logic design of the implementation of the two algorithms are
shown in the Appendix.
Case Studies. This chapter demonstrates the techniques of chapters 4 and 5 and
the computational performance of the implementation of chapter 6 on two industrial case
studies. The first is a common process in the industry - a Solution Dosing Tank. The
second is a more complex Cleaning-In-Place (CIP) unit procedure in a multipurpose batch
pilot plant. Furthermore, the dynamic simulation environment gPROMS is used in section
7.4 to test whether the operating specifications were met in a combined discrete/continuous
environment. The results presented show that the optimisation synthesis task is achieved.
Conclusions. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents several suggestions for
further research.
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Chapter 2
An Overview of Related Work
This chapter reviews the existing work on modelling and control of Discrete Event Systems
(DESs). Some sections include technical terminology which may be difficult to understand
for a reader not familiar with this area. The subject begins with a review of DESs and
its modelling techniques in section 2.1. Control theories for the synthesis of control logic
for DESs are reviewed in section 2.2 including Supervisory Control Theory, Procedural
Control Theory and some notions of Petri Nets. The optimisation synthesis techniques are
treated in section 2.3. Specially, direct mathematical techniques and the methods within
control theories are discussed. Control of uncertain and stochastic DESs are considered in
section 2.4. Section 2.5 reviews the work on safety and fault diagnosis for the control of
DESs. Section 2.5 concludes this review.
2.1 Discrete Event Systems
The control of complex automated systems often requires a multi-level hierarchy of con-
trollers in automated plants, from servo-mechanisms at the lowest level of this hierarchy
to the highest level controllers implementing overall control logic. The continuous PID
controllers at the lowest levels require a continuous representations of the system. At
the higher level, a Discrete Event Systems (DESs) perspective is typically adequate for
situations such as system start-up and shut-down, alarm handling, failure diagnosis and
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recovery. Many dynamic processes for example, batch operations and the start-up and
shut down of continuous plants, can be modelled as Discrete Event Systems (DESs) for
purpose of high level sequential control. Discrete Event Systems (DESs) are systems in
which state changes take place in response to events that occur discretely, asynchronously
and often non-deterministically. DESs encompass a wide variety of physical systems that
arise in technology. These include manufacturing systems, traffic systems, logistic sys-
tems, database management systems, communication systems, and data communication
networks.
2.1.1 Modelling of DESs
The capabilities and dynamic properties of DESs are extremely complex. Different logic-
based modelling methods such as FSMs and Petri Nets have been developed to deliver the
full potential of DES systems. Some of them have been applied to the control of DESs
and some were treated in the research literature only. This review concentrates mainly in
the area of FSMs and their use in control theories of DESs.
FSMs model
A model of DESs for the design of sequential controllers is a purely discrete input-output
model, where the evolution of the system is described by a sequence of states and events.
Finite State Machines (FSMs) [17] have been found to provide a suitable modelling frame-
work for DESs. FSMs form the most basic class of DESs models in most control theories
such as Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) [3, 18, 2, 4] and Procedural Control Theory
(PCT) [1]. FSMs are typically intuitive, easy to use and understand, amenable to anal-
ysis, as well as being amenable to composition and decomposition operations. However,
FSMs lack structure and therefore could lead to very large state spaces when modelling
complex industry processes.
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Petri Nets Model
Another popular modelling formalism for deterministic DESs is Petri Net models, which
have long been used for the purpose of sequential control representation and simulation.
A Petri Net model has more structure than a FSM model but less analytical power.
Yamalidou et al. [19] considered the applications of Petri Nets in the domain of DESs
control. David and Alla [20] described numerous extensions to the basic model for mod-
elling quantitative and stochastic systems. A wealth of research work has been done on its
application both in the verification [21, 22, 23] and synthesis [24, 25, 26, 27] of the control
logic for deterministic DESs.
A Petri Net also explicitly represents the transition function of DESs as FSMs.
It includes explicit conditions under which an event can be enabled and therefore this
enables the modelling of a very general DES whose operation depends on potentially
complex control systems. It is not easy to implement a Petri Net controller in practice by
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and Distributed Control Systems (DCSs) without
somehow also programming the entire control device with the unwieldy Petri Net model.
Modular and Hierarchical Model
State explosion problem arise when modelling large processes. Thus, modular and hierar-
chical techniques were suggested and developed. Modular techniques in SCT (decentral-
ized supervisory control) [2, 28, 29, 30, 31] suggested to divide an overall model into con-
currently operating modular process and the development of cascaded models. Zhong [32]
developed hierarchical systems within SCT. The approach synthesised a low level model
and the hierarchy applied with the knowledge of the behaviour of the system and based
on some rules. This did not address the state explosion problem at the low level when
modelling complex systems.
Alsop [5] and Baird [33] developed decomposition and hierarchical methods for
PCT, which were different from the hierarchical SCT. They suggested that a process and
specification should be decomposed before a process model was synthesised. This allowed
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the PCT to synthesise smaller, reduced models and removed the need for an overall process
model to be synthesised at any stages.
Modular and hierarchical methods have contributed to reduce the effect of state
explosion. However, systems in real industrial process may not always be decomposed into
small enough subsystems. Harel [34] introduced the Statecharts model, which provides
an alternative approach to the state explosion problem. The Statecharts model uses
modularity and hierarchy within the representation of a single component. Brave and
Heymann [35] introduced Asynchronous Hierarchical State Machines (AHSMs), which
allows synchronisation between parallel components by forbidding shared transitions. It
has been shown that AHSMs can retain the properties of the FSMs model, while reducing
the required computational time. Hierarchical Multilevel State (HMS) machines were used
to model DESs in [36], with a hierarchical extension of FSMs to include concurrency and
temporal constraints. However, this work did not consider whether the system reaches
goal states.
2.2 Synthesis of Control Logic for DESs
Research on developments of control systems for DESs concentrated on two main areas, (i)
the synthesis of controllers and (ii) their verification [1]. Verification is concerned with the
problem of determining whether a proposed controller (usually designed in a non-formal
way) satisfies a set of specifications when used to control a given DES. Synthesis deals
with the design of a controller that forces a process from an initial state to desired goal
states, while taking into account equipment and operational constraints of the process.
Formal methods and tools for the synthesis of control logic is an active research
area. These techniques are grounded in logic and discrete systems theory. The primary
aim is the improvement in DESs safety by the elimination of errors in the control software
and the design of provably correct systems, which can be shown mathematically to meet
all specifications. Several methods have been investigated in this area such as techniques
employing artificial intelligence (AI) [37, 38], optimisation synthesis using mathematical
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programming [39, 19] and control theoretic techniques. AI techniques are useful, but
they generate control logic which is deterministic and are confined to niche problems.
Mathematical optimisation techniques also generate deterministic controllers and do not
respond to feedback from disturbances entering the system.
Control theoretic techniques are recognized as the most promising for the synthesis
of sequential controllers [5]. At present, the main control theories for DESs are those based
on Petri Nets, Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) and Procedural Control Theory (PCT).
One advantage of these techniques is that controllers are provably correct by construction,
and therefore no further verification is required.
2.2.1 Supervisory Control Theory
Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) is recognized as one of the most solid theories for
discrete-event controllers and forms the foundation for most developments in the field
of control of DESs. The model is based on Finite State Machines (FSMs) and formal
languages (regular languages). SCT constructs a supervisory controller acting in feedback
mode by disabling transitions in such a way that it restricts the system behavior to a
subset of all the possible trajectories. Ramadge and Wonham developed the original work
in [2, 3, 4].
Modular techniques in SCT originated with the PhD theses of Ramadge [2], Lin [31]
and related papers [28, 29, 30], which provide a more computationally efficient method to
synthesise controllers. Modular supervisors were synthesised for each individual speci-
fication and intersected to form an overall controller which simultaneously implements
each specification. Willner et al. [40] and Akesson et al. [41] also reported their work
on decentralized supervisory control. The hierarchical control of SCT was introduced
by Zhong [32, 42, 43]. The overall process model is divided into two hierarchical levels,
with communicating supervisors applied to both layers. The hierarchical concept is an
effective approach to reduce the model complexity and the state explosion problem, but
the implementation of hierarchical controllers has been restricted by the blocking problem.
Schwartz [44] and Hubbard et al. [45] reported dual approaches based on state aggregation
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to consider dynamic consistency in the hierarchical SCT.
F. Lin [30, 31] discussed the supervisory control of partially observed systems, in
which only a subset of the events can be observed by the controller. It required the process
model displayed a property called ”normality“ in order to synthesise a supervisor. Yong
and Wonham [46,47,48] considered the control of Vector Discrete Event Systems (VDESs)
and developed efficient solutions to the control problem for VDESs. VDESs are systems
in which states are represented by a vector with integer components and state transitions
by integer vector addition. Especially within the setting of Petri Nets, vector addition
systems is a long-standing technique. Further developments can be found in [49].
A wealth of work has been done on computational methods within SCT for the
controller synthesis for the system of industrial size [50,51]. On the practical side, it can be
difficult to achieve efficient implementation because of the state explosion problem. As far
as we know, several implementations of SCT are publicly available such as TCT, UKDES,
J-DES, Valid, Supremica and Ver [52]. All tools suffer in one or more areas such as: ease
of use and presentation, verification, synthesis, and ability to handle large scale systems.
A predicate-based incremental algorithm with variable reordering was proposed and the
encoding was implemented using Integer Decision Diagrams (IDDs) [53,54]. The approach
can solve specific problems up to 1023 states in reasonable times. Sanchez et al. [55]
proposed a Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) based implementation of the predicate-
based framework for calculating the supervisor, which was proved to be able to reduce the
computational expense.
2.2.2 Procedural Control Theory
Procedural Control Theory (PCT) is characterized by a forcing control method as opposed
to the disabling supervisory control method although it borrows much formalism from SCT.
PCT was developed by Sanchez and Macchietto [1], in which a theoretical framework
was proposed which can model, design and analyse procedural controllers for industrial
systems. A procedural controller can force events so that it pre-empts the occurrence of
uncontrollable transitions. It allows at most one controllable transition exiting each state.
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As a result, it has a very deterministic structure. Procedural Control was originally used
in the manufacturing and telecommunication industry.
PCT also encounters the same state explosion problem and the computational
complexity as SCT when applied to large industry processes. Alsop [5] developed de-
composition methods for PCT. Three cases were studied: internal consistency, parallel
decomposition and series decomposition. However, the inclusion of failures still caused
the state explosion problem. Baird [33] developed a modelling and synthesis technique
called Partitioning Theory to deal with abnormal operations and further reduce state ex-
plosion. Rather than mixing all normal and abnormal events in a single model, it divides
the overall DES model into two separate regions of normal and abnormal behaviour.
Rotstein and Macchietto [56] reported an optimisation approach for the controller
synthesis within a PCT framework with the purpose of reducing specification burden
especially for large systems. The approach assigned a cost to transitions and identified
goal states of the process as “attractors”. If the length of the worst control sequence is
minimal, this procedural controller is defined as optimal.
2.3 Optimisation Synthesis of Controller
A wealth of work has been done on the optimisation synthesis of controller for DESs includ-
ing direct mathematical optimisation and optimisation approach within control theories.
Yamalidou and Kantor [19] have successfully applied optimisation to the valve/pump se-
quencing problem. The sequence of valve operations was optimised with respect to the
cost objective. Macchietto and Mujtaba [57] employed optimal control for the synthesis of
optimal take off and reflux procedures for the production of distillate cuts of prespecified
quality in a batch distillation. Crooks [39] applied optimisation for the synthesis of hier-
archical controllers for batch processes. The problem was presented as a Mixed Integer
Lineal Programming (MILP) for which various objectives are formulated. Operating pro-
cedures are automatically generated from the optimal batch operation schedule to achieve
a specified objective. The control logic synthesised by these approaches is deterministic
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and does not adapt to feedback from disturbances entering the DESs.
Conditions for the existence of supervisors achieving optimal attraction were found
by Yitzhak and Michael [58], who provided efficient algorithms for the optimal synthesis
of supervisor controllers. Rotstein and Macchietto [56] reported an approach for controller
synthesis within a PCT framework based on optimality and stability criteria. The proposed
concepts were applied to two case studies of significant size. The intention of this approach
is to reduce the specification burden, which is a crucial problem for PCT when applied to
large systems. The implementation of PCT control using a direct specification method [59]
can be very time consuming and requires a lot of specification inputs from the user.
This activity becomes less manageable as the model size grows and conflicts between
specifications can potentially impede the synthesis process. In the case study of a Solution
Dosing Tank [60], the use of the direct specification method for a simple process including
five components resulted in a procedural controller only after 21 dynamic specifications
were included. However, the synthesis of an optimal procedural controller for the same
process required only six basic dynamic specifications [60].
2.4 Uncertain and Stochastic DESs
Uncertainties are unavoidable in the design and planning of engineering systems. It is well
known that DES systems are subject to random events such as raw material variation,
demand fluctuation, and equipment failures. The dynamic and random nature of DESs
makes their modeling and control very difficult. As a result, in reality decisions on operat-
ing procedures are based on a combination of experience, mathematical models, and even
on the feeling of individuals in the plant, whereby operations are often planned following
an everyday pre-defined procedure without concern for optimality or other quantitative
measures of performance. Previous relevant research such as Probability Theory [61] make
it possible to model and analysis uncertainty in the control of DESs.
Most prior work on Discrete Event Systems (DESs) has been restricted to de-
terministic systems. Their use is limited to logical performance objectives. To develop
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either descriptive or prescriptive techniques for optimally controlling DES with respect
to quantitative performance measures such as probability and cost and in the pressure
of uncertainty or evaluating performance of controlled DES, more refined models that
incorporate stochastic elements are required.
Rabin [62] reported a probabilistic automata model, which is a reactive model where
the probabilities of transition on each event from any state add up to one. In his theory, he
defines a notion of a language accepted by a probabilistic automaton relative to a cut point
λ. The probabilistic automata is an extension of deterministic labeled transition systems,
which is a state machine with labeled transitions, where, unlike for labeled transition
systems, a transition from a state leads to a probability distribution over a label and a
state, rather than to a deterministic label and state. The labels associated with transitions
are used to model communication between a system and its external environment. Other
existing models of stochastic DESs have been reported such as Markov Chains [63,64] and
Stochastic Petri Nets [65].
Lawford and Wonham [14] introduced the supervisory control of probabilistic DESs.
Their work presented a notion of “probabilistic supervision”, which is different from the
“nonprobabilistic supervision” considered in [15] in that the probabilistic controller per-
form “random disablement” in the setting of SCT. “Random disablement” allows the
supervisor controller to significantly change the probabilistic behaviour of a DES. Garg
et al. [15] developed a formalism of probabilistic languages for modelling the qualitative
behaviours of stochastic DESs. They introduced a more general map over the set of all
traces that take values in the closed unit interval to describe the stochastic qualitative
behaviors. The value associated with a trace under such a map is its probability of oc-
currence. Kumar and Garg [16] studied the supervisory control within this formalism and
the supervisor nulled the occurrence probabilities of disabled transitions, and therefore
increased the occurrence probabilities of enabled events correspondingly. The control ob-
jective is specified as a lower and an upper bound constraint. The upper bound constraint
imposes a legality constraint specifying that a trace be enabled if and only if it is legal,
i.e. meets specifications. The lower bound constraint imposes a level of desirability on the
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legal traces by specifying a lower bound on their occurrence probabilities. These works
were restricted to SCT, therefore none of these approaches considered the possibility and
implications of forcing controllable transitions. They did not consider optimal control
problems with respect to the probabilistic information. Also, despite a growing demand
for safety and reliability of DESs such as chemical process plants, these works did not
support the modelling and control of process failure or abnormal behaviour.
2.5 Safety and Fault Diagnosis
A system is safe (enough) if the risk of causing damage to life, the environment or pro-
duction is acceptable. Generally, risk is measured as a combination of the probability of
damage occurring and the results of the damage, e.g. the number of equipment, quantity
of production or their value which are expected to be lost. In a products-centered industry,
more flexible production environments are required, in which there are frequent changes
in the product recipes, process sequences and equipment configuration. The operation of
plant involves a large number of sequential and event-driven activities during startup and
shutdown, alarm handling, emergency procedures, and equipment interlocking. Plants are
most at risk of an accident during change. Thus, safety of operation, particular in the
control of DESs, is critically stressed by academics in the DES community.
The complexity of computer-based automated control system also increases the
potential for design and maintenance errors in the control system. The control logic
and its implementation must guarantee correct normal operation of the plant or system
while also incorporating safety procedures for disturbances and potential failures. The
control theoretic techniques of DESs have considered safety issues. Baird [33] proposed
Partitioning Theory within the PCT framework, which deals with correct procedures for
abnormal operations. Hashtrudi et al. [66] reported a framework for fault diagnosis and
model reduction in the setting of SCT.
Fault diagnosis is a process of detecting and isolating faults, which is an active
area of current research. Carefully constructed optimal or sub-optimal control procedures
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can easily be made useless by an unexpected failure. Reliable and fast fault diagnosis is
important for a safe and flexible control environment. A wide range of fault diagnosis
approaches has been proposed in the literature mainly catergorised into model-based ap-
proaches [66] and model-free approach [67]. The main difference between a model-based
approach and a model-free approach is whether or not we have a mathematical representa-
tion which models normal and faulty behaviours of the system. A model-based approach
with a qualitative model (e.g. FSMs) usually applies results from the field of artificial
intelligence (knowledge representation and decision theory [68]), or from DESs control
theory (e.g. SCT [69,66]). There is a large volume of research on fault diagnosis for DESs
including centralized approaches [70, 71] and decentralized approaches [69, 72]. The main
drawback of a centralized approach is the state space complexity problem. The purpose
of decentralized approaches is to solve this problem. However, the design of a decentral-
ized diagnoser requires a centralized system model, which simultaneously has the state
explosion problem.
2.6 Summary and Conclusions
Following this review of the literature, Discrete Event Systems (DESs) have a wide range
of application fields such as manufacturing systems, industrial batch processes, commu-
nication systems and so on. Supported by various related disciplines such as control,
computing, communication science, operations research and mathematics, a wealth of re-
search has been invested on DESs to address a variety of problem types using modelling,
synthesis, verification and implementation approaches.
Two modelling formalisms, Finite State Machines (FSMs) and Petri Nets, are fre-
quently used for modelling deterministic DESs although other formalisms such as algebra-
based methods have also been used. At present, control theoretic techniques appear to be
the most promising for the synthesis of sequential controllers for deterministic DESs. The
main advantage of these techniques is that synthesised controllers are provably correct by
their construction, and no further formal verification is required. Although it is fair to
say that no single control theory is dominant in the DES community, Supervisory Control
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Theory (SCT) is recognized as one of the most solid synthesis theories.
An alternative to SCT is Procedural Control Theory (PCT), which provides a use-
ful theoretical framework for modelling, specification and the synthesis of a procedural
controller for DESs. PCT borrows some formalism from SCT, but it is characterised by a
forcing control mechanism as opposed to the passive disabling supervisory control mecha-
nism. The latter does not easily translate into control sequences as required for industrial
control. A procedural controller can force events so that it pre-empt the occurrence of
uncontrollable transitions of the system. The process is modelled using FSMs while the
specifications are modelled using predicate logic formalisms. These formalisms have been
proved to be effective in handling the complexity and size of engineering specifications
while maintaining strong compatibility with the synthesis approach. Further extension
by Alsop (Modular PCT [5]) and Baird (Hierarchical PCT and Partitioning Theory [33])
allowed PCT to consider large-scale industry processes under both normal and abnormal
operation. Despite these advantages, some problems remain for example the same state
explosion problem as SCT and the specification burden problem when handling large sys-
tems. For the state explosion problem, one well known systemic strategy is decentralized
and hierarchical control. Both of them have been proposed in [5] and [33] in the setting
of PCT.
One possible approach to reduce the specification burden, the optimisation method,
has been theoretically proposed by Rotstein and Macchietto in [56]. For the design prob-
lem, this method relied on the stability and optimality of DESs. A stable procedural
controller forces the convergence of the system to a set of pre-defined goal states. An opti-
mal controller minimizes the length (cost) of the worst (longest) trajectory to the attractor
(the set of desired goal states) from any of the system states. This approach reduces the
number of specifications required from an engineer to eliminate possible alternatives by
requesting instead stability property and features that are in general desired. For instance,
if a DES is stable, then closed-loop properties such as the avoidance of internal cycles are
guaranteed. Also, the optimisation can select amongst the alternative feasible procedural
controllers without additional specifications.
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Most prior work on characterizing the behaviour of Discrete Event Systems (DESs)
has been restricted to non-stochastic systems where the emphasis is on possibilities rather
than on probabilities. Uncertainties are unavoidable in the design and planning of engi-
neering systems. It is well known that DES systems are subject to random events such
as raw material variation, demand fluctuation, and equipment failures. The dynamic and
random nature of DESs makes their modeling and control very difficult.
It is necessary to generalize the PCT in directions of greater realism and modelling
flexibility. The control of DESs needs to evolve to the point where control engineers may
aspire to procedural controllers which not only satisfy logical specifications but also ex-
tremise quantitative measures. To develop either descriptive or prescriptive techniques for
the control of DES with respect to quantitative performance measures and in the presence
of uncertainty or evaluating performance of controlled DES, more refined models that in-
corporate stochastic elements are required. The quantification of such uncertainty, and
evaluation of its effect on the performance of a system, properly, should include concepts
and methods of probability. The probabilistic model also need to be amenable to embed
the failure behaviour so that the controller is able to intrinsically compensate for failures.
It is clear that a need exists for a complete package that can model stochastic DESs, for-
mally synthesise optimal procedural controllers, effectively handle failure behaviour and
practically implement operating procedures.
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Chapter 3
Procedural Control Theory
This chapter highlights the basic concepts of Procedural Control Theory (PCT) developed
by Sanchez [59] and Rotstein et al. [73] and outlines two different synthesis approaches.
Section 3.1 outlines the modelling framework of PCT where elementary components of a
determinstic DES are represented as a Finite State Machine (FSM). Section 3.2 reiterates
basic specification modelling techniques within PCT. Two logic operators are utilised to
construct process specifications. The standard synthesis method (direct specification) then
follows in section 3.3. The chapter is completed with a review of the optimisation method
in section 3.4.
3.1 Modelling of Deterministic DESs
3.1.1 Finite State Machine
In PCT, the DESs are modelled as Finite State Machine (FSMs) comprising of a finite
set of states and transitions. Examples are shown in section 3.1.3. A FSM model is a
purely discrete input-output model for the purpose of synthesising procedural controllers.
The evolution of the plant is described by a sequence of states and events. For instance, a
continuous level signal is discretised by a level sensor having three states low, normal and
high and transitions between them. Within the PCT framework, a DES is represented by
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a FSM M defined by the 7 tuple:
M =
{
Q,V nv ,
∑
, δ, γ, q0, Qm
}
(3.1)
where Q is the set of states, V nv is the ordered set of state variables, nv is number of
state variables defining state q,
∑
is the set of transitions, δ is the state transition partial
function, γ is the state variable transition partial function, q0 is the nominal initial state
and Qm is the set of marked states.
The set of states Q presents every state of the system required to reflect all possible
behaviour of the system. The state q is described by a set of state variables. A state
variable (vj)q, j = 1, 2.. defines the status of an elementary component of the process (e.g.
the status of an on/off pump).
Transitions are events that occur within any of the elementary components and
lead from a source state to a destination state. In PCT, there are two different transition
types: the set of controllable transitions
∑
c and the set of uncontrollable transitions
∑
u.
Controllable transitions are initiated by a procedural controller, such as turning on/off of
a pump. Uncontrollable transitions are either internal uncontrolled events (e.g. a level
increasing/decreasing), or external disturbances (e.g. an unexpected supply shortage).
The controller has no direct control over these transitions, which may only be observed
and detected.
The relationship between states for each transition are defined by the state tran-
sition partial function δ. A DES is deterministic which means that each transition has a
unique destination state (i.e. δ(s, q0) = q1). The string of transitions s executed from the
state q0 will only terminate at the state q1. Usually, FSMs have one initial state q0 and a
set of marked states Qm defined as desired goal states of the system.
3.1.2 Process Modelling
A DES comprises of a number of elementary components such as those represented on a
Process and Instrumentation Diagram. The construction of the whole process model is a
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bottom up activity. These elementary components include, for example, valves, sensors,
and pumps which are modelled individually as a simple FSM.
The FSM model M of a process composed of a set of component FSMs is the inter-
leaving of all possible elementary component events, which means M is the asynchronous
product of elementary component FSMs. The “Asynchronous Product” is a FSM made
up by all combinations of states and transitions possible from the components devices,
with the proviso that the state of just one of the component state variables can change at
any one time. The asynchronous product of FSMs is defined by:
L(M) = P−1Σ1 L(e1) ∩ P−1Σ2 L(e2)...P−1ΣnvL(env) (3.2)
where each elementary components is modelled as a FSM ei over transition set Σi;
L(M) is the language generated by the FSM M, that is, the set of every possible string of
transitions executed by M ; The projection operator PΣp deletes from strings in a language
all occurrences of events not in Σp; The inverse projection P−1Σp adds to all strings in a
language all transitions that are not in Σp; The operation P−1Σp on the language Lp returns
the largest language over Σ which projects to the original:
P−1Σp Lp =
{
s ⊆ Σ∗/PΣps ∈ Lp
}
(3.3)
3.1.3 Example - Buffer Tank
For example, consider the Buffer Tank shown in Figure 3.1. It is a simple and common
process in industry. Water is fed into the tank using feed valve (FV) and discharged using
drain valve (DV). Two level sensors, each represented by two states, indicate the water
level in the tank. The operational objective is to fill up the tank to a predefined level
(LV2) and below the alarm level (LV1).
All these four elementary components (feed and drain valves, two sensors) are mod-
elled as two state FSMs as shown in Figure 3.2. Nodes on the graph represent states and
edges represent transitions. State variables are shown within the nodes. Uncontrollable
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transitions are shown as dashed arcs, while controllable transitions as solid arcs. The com-
plete model M of this process, described by the ordered components {FV,DV,LV 1, LV 2},
is the asynchronous product of these four FSMs, which can be automatically generated
by PCT Toolbox software. PCT Toolbox is a program developed by the PCT group at
Imperial College London and will be discussed more in detail in Chapter 6.
LV1 
Drain Valve 
Feed Valve 
LV2 
Figure 3.1: The Buffer Tank
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Figure 3.2: FSM Model of Elementary Component
3.2 Process Specification
The synthesis of a procedural controller requires a model of the process behaviour and a
model of the minimal desired behaviour to be imposed on the process by a set of process
specifications. The asynchronous product of elementary FSMs in previous sections repre-
sents every possible combination of feasible states and process traces. However, typically,
some combinations may not make sense (e.g. some states that do not physically exist).
These states need be removed to make the model correct. A process specification defines a
set of allowable states and process trajectories. This section reiterates some specification
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modelling techniques within PCT as proposed by Sanchez et al. [59, 1]. The specification
is expressed formally by a logic statement and then translated to a deterministic FSM.
Specifications related to logic invariant properties, such as avoidance of forbidden
states, are identified as static specifications and modelled using Predicate Logic state-
ments. Specifications describing dynamic behaviour, such as the execution of a specific
action, are modelled by a restricted type of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formalisms.
Predicate Logic and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas are translated into the FSM
domain for synthesizing the controller [59]. For a system specified by a set of specification
translated into the FSMs s1, s2..., sn, the correct overall process FSM model M is given by
the synchronous product of s1, s2..., sn with the asynchronous product of the elementary
component FSMs as:
L(M) = L(s1) ∩ L(s2)... ∩ L(sn) ∩ P−1Σ1 L(e1) ∩ P−1Σ2 L(e2)...P−1ΣnvL(env) (3.4)
3.2.1 Predicate Logic
Predicate logic is used for expressing static specifications by assigning the value false to
forbidden states of a DES. The symbol (∞) is assigned to components who is irrelevant
to the specification.
Example 3.2 (Predicate Logic Specifications): For the buffer tank system de-
scribed in Figure 3.1 and described by state variables {FV,DV,LV 1, LV 2}, a series of
static specifications are required from the statement of the user requirements. For exam-
ple, the specification “the level of sensor LV1 can not be high” is expressed as:
(∞,∞, High,∞) = FALSE
3.2.2 Linear Temporal Logic
Dynamic specifications define the desired temporal behaviour of the DES such as the
required event sequences of a specific action. Dynamic specifications are expressed formally
using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) in PCT [59, 5]. The LTL specifications make the
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specifying process easier for PCT and more user-friendly than the formal language based
specifications. Another advantage is they can capture the failure behaviours representing
the violation of both liveness and safety properties.
Example 3.3 (LTL Specifications): Consider the buffer tank system described in
Figure 3.1. A dynamic specification, for example, “the feed valve must be opened if two
valves are closed and two level sensor are low”, is expressed as:
(closed, closed, low, low)→ O(τ = openfeedvalve)
where O() is the “NEXT” operator and τ is a transition.
Example 3.4 (Specifications for Buffer Tank): For the buffer tank process shown
in Figure 3.1, the static and dynamic constraints for a typical application are the following:
Static constraints:
1. The process should never reach a state where Level Sensor 1 is high
2. When Level Sensor 2 is low, Level Sensor 1 cannot be high
Dynamic constraints:
3. If DV is closed it is impossible for LS1 or LS2 to fall
4. If FV is closed it is impossible for LS1 or LS2 to rise
5. If FV is open, do not allow DV to open
6. If LS2 is low, do not allow FV to close
7. If FV and DV are closed and LS1 and LS2 are low, then open FV
8. If FV and DV are closed, LS1 is low and LS2 is high, do not open DV
9. If FV and DV are closed, LS1 is low and LS2 is high, do not open FV
10. If LS2 is low, do not allow DV to open
11. If valve DV is closed, do not open it
Once all the static specifications have been applied to the process model, the model
in Figure 3.3 now represents the discrete behaviour of the uncontrolled system, with all
forbidden states and transitions that are physically infeasible or undesirable deleted. It
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gives all the paths of states that can be obtained by the available transitions.
State 1
Clsd, Clsd, Low, Low
State 2
Opn, Clsd, Low, Low
FV Open
State 3
Clsd, Opn, Low, Low
DV Open
State 4
Clsd, Clsd, Low, High
LV2 Rise
FV Close
State 5
Opn, Opn, Low, Low
DV Open
State 6
Opn, Clsd, Low, High
LV2 Rise
DV Close
FV Open
State 7
Clsd, Opn, Low, High
LV2 Rise
DV Close
FV Close
State 8
Opn, Opn, Low, High
LV2 Rise
LV2 Fall
FV Close
DV Open
LV2 Fall
DV Close
FV Open
LV2 Fall
DV Close
FV Close
Fill
KeyElementary Components 4
FV, DV, LV1, LV2
FV Valve
DV Valve
LV1 Level-Sensor
LV2 Level-Sensor
Figure 3.3: FSM of Buffer Tank applied by static specifications
3.3 Standard Synthesis of Procedural Controller
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 presented the modelling framework of PCT used to construct process
models and specifications. In this section, the standard control method of PCT is sum-
marised. As previously noted, the control mechanism within PCT is characterized by a
forcing control method as opposed to a disabling Supervisory Control method. The SCT
control mechanism is suitable for the compliance of static specifications that act on for-
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bidden states. Dynamic specifications, on the other hand, define the execution of specific
transitions to achieve certain desired behaviour. This requires a mechanism capable of de-
termining which control action to execute at each state of the system. A PCT controller
can execute commands in feedback mode to satisfy the dynamic specification. Control
action is assumed to always result in the desired change in state of the process except for
failure transitions.
3.3.1 Procedural Controller
A procedural controller is defined as a FSM which has no indeterminate states and from
any state, there are either, (i) a single controllable transition, or (ii) one uncontrollable
transition occurs. In this case it is defined a priori whether the controller forces the
controllable transition or waits for the uncontrollable one. A procedural controller is a
controller defined by a 5 tuple given by:
C = {Y, Σ, ξ, y0, Ym} (3.5)
in which for each y ∈ Y such that ξ(σ, y)!, one of the following is true:
1. σ ∈ Σu ∧ ∀σc ∈ Σy ⇒ ξ(σc, y) is undefined.
2. σ ∈ Σc ∧ ∀σ′ ∈ Σ, σ′ 6= σ ⇒ ξ(σ′, y) is undefined.
The standard synthesis problem is stated as: For a process M and specification S,
synthesise a procedural controller C such that the closed loop behaviour generated by C on
M conforms to specification S and is nonblocking. Sanchez [59] proposed a model based
approach to solve the synthesis problem. The controllers from the algorithm are trim and
complete with the process model. This approach has been applied in PCT Toolbox for
the controller synthesis. Basically, the standard synthesis procedure involves the following
steps: step 1: process modeling; step 2: process specification; step 3: derivation of maximal
superstructure; step 4: controller synthesis. This method directly applies specifications
on the FSM model of process to generate a control sequence. The designer needs to
define all the necessary specifications. If the result is not a procedural controller and the
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process model is correct, it means that specifications are not sufficient and further ones
are required.
In Example 3.4, once all the dynamic specifications have been applied, the model
in Figure 3.3 was reduced to the legal structure in Figure 3.4. The legal structure is the
combination of all possible states of the system which satisfies all the static and dynamic
constraints.
State 1
Clsd, Clsd, Low, Low
State 2
Opn, Clsd, Low, Low
FV Open
State 3
Opn, Clsd, Low, High
LV2 Rise
State 4
Clsd, Clsd, Low, High
FV Close
Fill
KeyElementary Components 4
FV, DV, LV1, LV2
FV Valve
DV Valve
LV1 Level-Sensor
LV2 Level-Sensor
Figure 3.4: The Legal Structure of Buffer Tank
In this example, the legal structure is simple and is a procedural controller. A
feasible control sequence is given by the above graph: start from open valve FV, wait for
level sensor LV2 to be high, close FV, reach the goal state (e.g. the state with a pre-defined
“high” level and both valves were closed).
Typically, after applying the constraints, the FSM produced is not guaranteed to
stay within a specific subset of desired states or to reach one of the goal states. Further
discussion on completeness and controllability analysis of the controller can be found in [1].
Controllability tests can be devised that check the ability of the controller to maintain the
process within the specific subset of desired states [33]. In the close loop behaviour of
Buffer Tank (Figure 3.4), all transitions are controllable, and the system features strong
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controllability, as defined by [1].
Definition 3.1 Controllability [1]: A language K is controllable with respect to a
language L if it can be partitioned into two languages K1 and K2, where K1 ∪K2 = K
such that:
1. K1Σu ∩ L ⊆ K
2. ∀s ∈ K2, ∃σc ∈ Σcs.t.sσc ∈ K ∧ sΣu ∩K = ∅
where K is the prefix closure of the language K. The prefix closure of a language
K is the set of prefixes of all strings within a language K. The prefix closure, K is defined
by:
K = {s ∈ Σ∗| ∃t ∈ Σ∗, st ∈ K} (3.6)
3.4 Optimisation Synthesis of a Procedural Controller
Implementation of the standard synthesis method can be very time consuming. In partic-
ular, many detailed specifications may have to be precisely defined by a user so that only
one of the many feasible procedural controllers is selected. This becomes less manageable
when used for large scale system. Rotstein et al. [56] reported an approach for the con-
troller synthesis within a PCT framework based on optimality and stability criteria. The
optimization approach selects the best procedural controller that fulfills the constraints
specified by the designer out of the many possible ones. This optimisation approach is an
attempt to reduce the complexity of the controller and the specification burden.
3.4.1 Theoretical Background
Stability
The concept of stability is related to that of attraction. A stable procedural controller
drives the convergence of a DES from the initial state to a pre-defined set of goal states
(attractor) through a finite number of transitions. Sometimes, A ⊆ Q can only attract B
when the process M (M = {Q,V nv ,∑, δ, γ, q0, Qm}) is under procedural control:
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Definition 3.2 [56]: A is a forced attractor for B w.r.t. M (A M⇐ B) iff there exists
a procedural controller C such that A
C/M⇐ B.
If A is a forced attractor for Q then A is a global forced attractor for the DES
M = {Q,V nv ,∑, δ, γ, q0, Qm}.
Lemma 3.1: If A is a weak attractor for B w.r.t. M then A is a forced attractor
for B w.r.t. M (the proof is given in [56]).
When A M⇐ B, one can guarantee that the process M will reach a state in A within
a finite number of transitions from any initial state q ∈ B, and will then stay in A (i.e.
the system is stable).
Optimality
In addition to Stability, we are interested in the problem of finding controllers that achieve
optimal control in the sense that the cost (or the distance) of the convergence path is
as small as possible with respect to the costs (lengths) of transitions. The costs can be
related to different performance criterion (e.g. cost of executing transitions, time required
for execution).
For a DES M (M = {Q,V nv ,∑, δ, γ, q0, Qm}), we define A ⊆ Q is a global forced
attractor and Ξ is the set of all procedural controllers C for which A
C/M⇐ Q. The minimal
distance of q from A under procedural control is:
µ(q, A) = min{dC/M (q,A)|C ∈ Ξ} (3.7)
A procedural controller is optimal if:
∀q ∈ Q, dC/M (q, A) = µ(q,A) (3.8)
It was shown in [58] that the conditions for the existence of minimal restrictive
optimal extended supervisor achieving optimal attraction (i.e. the controller is optimal
and disables least transitions), is that the lengths of all cycles in the process are positive.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the theory and concepts of Procedural Control Theory (PCT)
that are the foundation of this thesis. PCT emerges as one of the most promising formal
techniques for modelling of chemical processes as Discrete Event Systems and the speci-
fication, synthesis and analysis of controllers for such systems [5]. Firstly, it was shown
how to construct FSM models of chemical processes from elementary component mod-
els. Then some specification modelling techniques within PCT were presented. A process
specification defines a set of allowable states and process trajectories. The specification is
expressed formally by a logic statement and then translated to a deterministic FSM.
The standard control method of PCT was then presented. The control mechanism
within PCT is characterized by a forcing control method as opposed to a disable Super-
visory Control method. The method directly applies specifications on the FSM model of
process to generate a control sequence. The designer needs to define all the necessary spec-
ifications. Implementation of the standard synthesis method can be very time consuming.
The PCT optimisation approach was developed with the purpose of reducing specifica-
tion burden especially for large systems. The approach assignes a cost to transitions and
synthesises controllers with minimal costs based on optimality and stability criteria.
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Chapter 4
Modelling of Stochastic DESs
The currently available techniques within Procedural Control Theory (PCT) for process
modelling are limited to simple and deterministic Discrete Event Systems (DESs). How-
ever, as discussed, uncertainties are unavoidable in the design and control of engineering
systems. DESs consisting of concurrent interacting processes present a broad spectrum
of uncertainty such as uncertainty in the occurrence of events. The procedural control
sequences required invariably must be made, and are made, under conditions of uncer-
tainty. The quantification of such uncertainty, and proper evaluation of its effect on the
performance of DESs should include concepts of probability of the uncertain events.
The aim of this chapter is to extend PCT to incorporate techniques for process
modelling for Stochastic DESs (SDESs) and to introduce statistical performance mea-
sures in the design of procedural controllers for DESs. Within the probabilistic modelling
framework, the goal is to make decisions regarding the “best” way to operate a DES and
ultimately control its performance.
This chapter introduces the basic probabilistic FSM and present some key results
and techniques that are used in the thesis to construct stochastic DESs models. A basic
modelling representation is introduced in section 4.1. This is a weighted probabilistic fi-
nite state machine termed wp-FSM, in which transitions lead to a probability distribution
over the transitions that can occur and the new state that is reached. The basic notation
and preliminaries are given in section 4.2. Section 4.3 introduces two operators, the asyn-
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chronous product and the synchronous product [59], which are modified with respect to the
deterministic FSM case in order to consider the special wp-FSM features. These operators
are applied in the steps of overall model construction and procedural controller synthesis.
Section 4.4 presents the overall process model construction and finally a summary of this
chapter is presented in section 4.5.
4.1 The Basic SDES Model
This approach considers purely discrete input-output models of a chemical process for the
design of procedural controllers [59]. In this representation, the evolution of the process
is described by a sequence of states and events. The main goal is to analyse models that
at any point can evolve according to a probability distribution. In this section the basic
probabilistic model for SDES was formalised.
A process modelled as a SDES is represented by a Weighted Probabilistic FSM
(wp-FSM) M defined by the 9 tuples:
M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} (4.1)
where Q is the set of states; V nv is the ordered set of state variables, {(vj)q, j = 1, 2.., nv},
nv is number of state variables defining state q; Σ is the set of transitions, σ ∈ Σ; δ is
the state transition partial function; γ is the state variable transition partial function,
γ : Σ × V nv → V nv ; q0 is the nominal initial state and Qm is the set of marked states;
P assigns a probability of occurrence to transition σ at each state, P (q, σ, q′) ∈ [0, 1]; Co
assigns a normal operation cost to transition σ, Co(q, σ, q′); Cf assigns a failure cost of
transition σ if it fails, Cf (q, σ).
The set of states Q includes every state of the system to reflect all of its possible
behaviour. The state q is described by a set of state variables. A state variable (vj)q, j =
1, 2..nv defines the status of an elementary component of the process (e.g. the status of
an on/off pump). A system is assumed to be fully described by an ordered set of nv state
variables at any moment during the operation. Different values for each of these state
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variables (vj)q define a unique SDES state, q ∈ Q. For instance, in a system composed
of one on/off valve as the elementary component, the state-variable (v1)q describing this
valve is “the position of valve” and its domain is {open, closed}. A model of this system
has two states q1 and q2 in which the “valve position” takes values “open” ((v1)1) and
“closed” ((v1)2).
This work considers a wp-FSM with only one initial state, q0, while the set of
marked states, Qm, defined as possible termination states or goal states of the system
(e.g. states where the operation is completed or can be safely interrupted).
Σ is the alphabet of transitions and is partitioned into two disjoint subsets, con-
trollable transitions Σc and uncontrollable transitions Σu (Σc ∪ Σu = Σ). Transitions
σ occur within any of the elementary component and change one state-variable value.
Controllable transitions are initiated by a procedural controller, such as turning a pump
on/off. Uncontrollable transitions are either internal uncontrolled events (e.g. a level in-
creasing/decreasing), or external disturbances (e.g. an unexpected supply shortage). The
controller has no direct control over these transitions but may observe them. Within the
subset Σu, we define a special type of uncontrollable transition - explicit failure transitions
(Σf ⊂ Σu), which are events whose probability p is relatively low, such as the breakdown
or malfunction of the pump. Please refer to Section 1.1.2 (Page 17) for more details on
failure transitions.
A transition symbol σ ∈ Σ is the label of an edge (event) e ∈ E of the wp-FSM
M . An edge (event) is then described by an ordered triple e = (q, σ, q′) and the system
is expected to be directed from q to q′ through the transition σ with the probability P (e)
(i.e. P (e) = P (q, σ, q′) ∈ [0, 1]). If P (q, σ, q′) < 1, the event may fail so that the system
will either stay in the state q or go into its explicit failure state. These probabilities are
assumed to remain fixed and be independent of time and previous history. The following
constraints are needed to define M :
1. P (q, σ) 6= 0, if δ(q, σ) is defined. An event is feasible if and only if it has nonzero
probability of occurring
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2. ∀q ∈ Q : ∑q′∈Q P (q, σ, q′) = 1, for each state the sum of the probabilities of the
transitions with the same label is 1
The normal operation cost Co(q, σ, q′) associated to each event represents physical
resources and capital that may be used by the plant to execute events. The failure cost
Cf (q, σ, q′) is the economic loss caused by the possible failure of event σ. This loss may
include not only the cost of replacing or repairing the equipment, but also the loss of
earnings from lost production and lost sales opportunity. P , Co and Cf will be discussed
further in the next chapter.
Example 4.1 (wp-FSM): Consider the Buffer Tank example in Section 3.1.3. It
is shown here in Figure 4.1. The wp-FSMs models of FV and DV are presented in Table
4.1.
LV1 
Drain Valve 
Feed Valve 
LV2 
Figure 4.1: The Buffer Tank
Elementary State V nv Transition Transition P Co Cf
components label label description
Feed valve 1 0: closed 11 opening 0.8 200 n/a
2 1: open 12 closing 0.8 100 400
3 2: failed 13 opening (failure) 0.2 400 n/a
Drain valve 1 0: closed 21 opening 0.9 100 200
2 1: open 22 closing 0.9 100 150
Table 4.1: List of Elementary wp-FSM of Two Valves
The wp-FSM models of these two valves can also be depicted by the transition graph
shown in Figure 4.2. Nodes on the graph represent states and edges represent transitions.
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Values of state variables are shown within the nodes. Uncontrollable transitions are shown
as dashed arcs, while controllable transitions as solid arcs. The wp-FSM model of Feed
Valve (FV) has three probabilistic transitions that represent the result of reaching state
open with probability 0.8, state failed with probability 0.2 and state closed with probability
0.8. Also it represents the transition cost reaching different states. The “failure” transition
in FV is an explicit failure and an uncontrollable transition. One can observe that the
wp-FSM of Drain Valve (DV) does not have such pre-defined explicit failure transition
and it implicitly and quantitatively presents the failure information. The P (21) = 0.9
open probability describes the fact that the valve opens with probability 0.9, and hence
the valve will not open with probability 0.1 (e.g. the valve DV stays in the closed state
when attempting the input transition “opening”).
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Feed Valve (FV) 
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Figure 4.2: wp-FSMs of Two Valves
We defined the basic wp-FSM model of stochastic DESs, which assigns an occur-
rence probability to the transition of an elementary component. However, the relationship
between combined events in a stochastic DES made up of several components needs to be
considered next.
Example 4.2 Consider the Power Oil System in a Power Plant shown in Figure
4.3, which provides oil to a turbine hydraulic and protection system. During operation
the valve has to be opened before running the pump. We start to open valve1 and then
run Pump1. The probability of running Pump1 after opening Valve1 is:
P(run Pump1, open Valve1) = P(run Pump1) P(open Valve1)
Definition 4.1 In a stochastic DES, given a sequence of events e0(q0, σ0, q1),
e1(q1, σ1, q2), e2(q2, σ2, q3)....en−1(qn−1, σn−1, qn), the execution probability of the sequence
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Pump 1 
Pump 2 
Valve 2 
To Gas Turbine 
 Oil 
 Reservoir 
Valve 1 
Figure 4.3: The Power Oil System
is:
P (e0, e1..en−2, en−1) = P (e0)P (e1)..P (en−1) (4.2)
4.2 Notation and Preliminaries
Emphasis is placed on some fundamental notions from PCT and on those aspects of the
probability theory which are most useful in the study of stochastic DESs.
4.2.1 Finite State Machine Systems
Here we present some notation and preliminary background material of FSM systems used
in PCT. Most of the material presented here is taken from [59, 1, 5]. It is assumed that
the process is deterministic, if:
|δM (q, σ)| ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ (4.3)
Each edge (event) e ∈ E of the graph M is labelled with a transition symbol σ ∈ Σ.
An edge is then described by an ordered triple e = (q, σ, q′) and is considered to be directed
from q to q′. The length of a edge e is denoted by l(e). A path s is defined as a finite
string of edges:
s = (q0, σ1, q1)(q1, σ2, q2)...(qn−1, σn, qn) (4.4)
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A cycle is defined as a trajectory where the first and last nodes are equal (e.g.
q0 = qn). The length of a path s is denoted by l(s) and is defined as the sum of the edges
length:
l(s) =
∑
e∈s
l(e) (4.5)
A state q is reachable from q′ if there is a path from q to q′, and is reachable from a
subset of states A ⊆ Q if it is reachable from at least one state in A. The reach of A in M ,
rM (A), as the set of all states in M that are reachable from A. A state q is connected to
A ⊆ Q if there exists q′ ∈ A such that q′ is reachable from q. A DES M is A− connected
if each q ∈ Q is connected to A.
4.2.2 Probabilistic Finite State Machine
Languages
The material presented here is taken from [5] with modifications for wp-FSM systems.
The occurrence probability of the transition in a language must be more than zero. A
language is a set of strings. The language L(M) generated by the FSM M is the set of
every possible string of transitions executed by M :
L(M) = {s ∈ Σ∗/δ(q0, s)!, P (q0, s) > 0} (4.6)
Where the string s = σ1σ2...σn ∈ Σ∗, the string set Σ∗ is the set of all strings of transitions
in
∑
, P (q0, s) is the occurrence probability of the string s from the starting state q0. L(M)
is a set of all possible sequences events (both controlled and uncontrolled) that have a non-
zero probability to occur.
The marked language of a wp-FSM is composed of all strings in which the final
state is a member of the marked or goal states set:
Lm(M) = {s ∈ L(M)/δ(q0, s) ∈ Qm, P (q0, s) > 0} (4.7)
Given L(M1) and L(M2), the languages of wp-FSM M1 and M2, the language
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intersection, L(R) = L(M1) ∩ L(M2), is given by:
L(R) = {s ∈ Σ∗/s ∈ L(M1) ∧ s ∈ L(M2)} (4.8)
The union of the two languages L(M1) and L(M2), L(U) = L(M1) ∪ L(M2), is
defined by:
L(U) = {s ∈ Σ∗/s ∈ L(M1) ∨ s ∈ L(M2)} (4.9)
Probability Preliminaries
This section derives some basic probability measures. The proof can be found in any good
book on probability systems such as [74].
We need to study the probability of an event e′ given the event e has occurred in
a string. The conditional probability of e′, subject to the condition e, is:
P (e′|e) = P (e
′e)
P (e)
(4.10)
Because of the Markov property, the occurrence probability of both events:
P (e′e) = P (e′)P (e) (4.11)
The probability of occurrence of a string or path sσ in L(M) is:
PL(M)(sσ) = PL(M)(s).P (δ(q0, s), σ) (4.12)
The probability PL(M)(s) of executing the string s is:
PL(M)(s) = P (e0).P (e1)...P (en) (4.13)
The probability of reaching the state qn from the state qm is:
P (qm, qn) =
∑
s
(P (s, qm)/δ(s, qn) = qm) (4.14)
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A wp-FSM starts from its initial state q0, and when at state q it moves to state
q′ on transition σ with probability P (q, σ, q′). The probability of terminating (staying) at
state q is:
1−
∑
σ∈Σ
∑
q′∈Q
P (q, σ, q′) (4.15)
4.3 Operations with wp-FSM
Sanchez [59] defined two product operations on deterministic FSMs. This section extends
these operators to the wp-FSM framework. First, an interleaved wp-FSM product called
the asynchronous product is defined. The asynchronous product operates on two wp-FSMs
M1 and M2 for which the transition sets are disjoint (i.e. Σ1 ∩Σ2 = 0). It is used in the
construction of wp-FSM models for combined systems comprised of multiple elementary
components. The second operator is the synchronous product, which intersects two wp-
FSMs so that the resultant wp-FSM generates strings common to both original wp-FSMs
and is used to model the conjunctive behaviour of two SDESs.
4.3.1 Asynchronous Product of wp-FSM
Elementary wp-FSMs in the previous sections describe the behaviour of each part of a
system. More complex structures are needed to describe relationships among components
and the dynamic behaviour of a system that includes several elementary components, each
represented by a wp-FSM. We construct the wp-FSM of the overall process by finding
all possible combinations of the state variables of all elementary wp-FSMs. The state
variables in the product wp-FSM are the Cartesian products of state variables from each
corresponding state. The events in the resultant wp-FSM are modelled by all possible
sequences of interleaved transitions and combinations of state variables.
It is easy to see that if two FSMs M1 and M2 are wp-FSMs, then their asyn-
chronous product MR (M1||M2) is a wp-FSM. Transitions of two original wp-FSMs in
the asynchronous product MR evolve independently. Whenever an event occurs, the state
that is reached is obtained by choosing a state independently for each of the probabilistic
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FSM involved.
Definition 4.2: Asynchronous Product of wp-FSMs (MR = M1||M2).
Given two wp-FSMs M1({Q1,Σ1, P1, Co1, Cf1}) and M2({Q2,Σ2, P2, Co2, Cf2}), in
which Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = 0, the asynchronous product MR({QR,ΣR, PR, CoR, CfR}) is given by
the interleaving of states of each wp-FSM such that:
MR : δ(σ1, qR) = q′R, δ(σ2, qR) = q
′′
R and (4.16)
P (qR, σ1, q′R) ∈ [0, 1], P (qR, σ2, q′′R) ∈ [0, 1]
ΣR = Σ1 ∪ Σ2
where the new state variables vqR , vq′R , vq′′R ∈ VR : V1×V2, PR = P1 ∪P2, CoR = Co1 ∪Co2
and CfR = Cf1 ∪ Cf2.
Example 4.3 (Asynchronous Product of wp-FSMs): Consider the wp-FSM of
Feed Valve (FV ) and Drain Valve (DV ) in the Buffer Tank shown in Figure 4.2. The
asynchronous product of these two wp-FSMs is represented in Figure 4.4. The system is
described by the ordered components {FV,DV }. “C” is used to present the Closed state
variable in Figure 4.2, “O” presents the Open state variable and “F” presents the Failed
state variable.
The state variables in the resultant wp-FSM take the values of the Cartesian prod-
uct of the state variables of each original wp-FSM (i.e. (FV open, DV open), (FV open,
DV closed), (FV closed, DV open), (FV closed, DV closed), (FV failed, DV closed), (FV
failed, DV open) ). The new set of transitions is ΣR = {σ(11), σ(12), σ(13), σ(21), σ(22)}
(the label of transitions refer to Table 4.1). PR, CoR and CfR assign original parameters to
each transition of the resultant wp-FSM where it applies. Attributes of transitions σ(12)
and σ(22) are not shown in the figure for simplicity.
4.3.2 Synchronous Product of wp-FSM
During the model construction and the synthesis of procedural controllers, it is necessary
to calculate the intersection of trajectories among different wp-FSMs (i.e. wp-FSMs of
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P(11): 0.8 
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P(21): 0.9 
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Cf(21): 200 
 
σ (22) 
 
P(13): 0.2 
Co(13): 400 
P(13): 0.2 
Co(13): 400 
Figure 4.4: Asynchronous Product of Two wp-FSMs of Valves
the process and wp-FSMs of the specification). The synchronous product is defined in
this section, which is used to model the conjunctive behaviour of two SDESs. Like the
asynchronous product, the synchronous product MR of two wp-FSMs M1 and M2 is also
a probabilistic wp-FSM.
The synchronous product is comprised of the language intersection in which every
trajectory of L(MR) is in both L(M1) and L(M2). The state variable of states in either
M1 or M2 is assigned to the state variable of the resultant wp-FSM. However, the product
is not defined if different values of state variables are given by each of original wp-FSMs.
Definition 4.3: Synchronous Product of wp-FSMs (MR = M1ξM2).
Given two wp-FSMsM1({Q1,Σ1, P1, Co1, Cf1}) andM2({Q2,Σ2, P2, Co2, Cf2}), the
synchronous product MR({QR,ΣR, PR, CoR, CfR}) is given by the language intersection
of both wp-FSMs such that:
MR : δ(σ, qR) = q′R and (4.17)
P (qR, σ, q′R) ∈ [0, 1]
ΣR = Σ1 ∩ Σ2, σ ∈ ΣR
where L(MR) = L(M1) ∩ L(M2) and γ(σ, (vj)qR) takes the state variable value from
γ(σ, (vj)q1) and γ(σ, (vj)q2) of the original wp-FSMs, and PR = P1 ∩ P2, CoR = Co1 ∩Co2
and CfR = Cf1 ∩ Cf2.
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Example 4.4 (Synchronous Product of wp-FSMs): Consider the asynchronous
product wp-FSM of the two valve system in Figure 4.4 and the wp-FSM of Drain Valve
(DV) in Figure 4.2. The synchronous product of these two wp-FSMs is shown in Figure
4.5. The resultant wp-FSM is not trim and only includes transitions (e.g. opening and
closing the drain valve), which are common in two wp-FSMs in the synchronous product.
The new set of transitions is ΣR = {σ(21), σ(22)}. PR, CoR and CfR assign original
parameters to each transition of the resultant wp-FSM where it applies. Attributes of
transition σ(22) are not shown in the figure.
FV, DV 
C C  
O C  
O O   
C O   
P(21): 0.9 
Co(21): 100 
Cf(21): 200 
 
σ (22) 
 
P(21): 0.9 
Co(21): 100 
Cf(21): 200 
 
σ (22) 
 
F C  
F O  
P(21): 0.9 
Co(21): 100 
Cf(21): 200 
 
σ (22) 
 
Figure 4.5: Synchronous Product of Two wp-FSMs
4.4 Process Model Construction
Two operators for the basic wp-FSM were defined in the previous section. This section
uses them to construct more complex modelling structures for composite Stochastic DES
(SDES). Most SDESs comprise of a number of elementary components as represented
in a real process or plant. The construction of a wp-FSM model of a SDES is done
incrementally. Firstly, elementary wp-FSM models are defined individually for each single
part of the system (e.g. pumps, valves, sensors). One can observe that only one state
variable is associated with each elementary wp-FSM and a controllable or uncontrollable
transition is associated with a change in the state variable value.
The wp-FSM model M of the composite process is the interleaving of all possible
elementary component events, which means M is the synchronous product of the asyn-
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chronous product of elementary component wp-FSMs with some wp-FSMs generated from
impossible behaviour specifications. We construct the complete wp-FSM model following
the steps summarised as [59]:
• Each elementary component of the process is identified (often it is not necessary
to model all items of the plant for synthesising the procedural controller). Then a
wp-FSM model is defined individually for these identified components.
• The overall SDES system model is generated from the elementary wp-FSMs in Step
1 using the asynchronous product operator between all the elementary components.
The events modelled in each component can take place in parallel. The resultant wp-
FSM presents all system trajectories based simply on combinatorial consideration,
including those which may not be possible based on physical considerations.
• Physically infeasible states or transitions must be excluded from the complete wp-
FSM model. For instance, in Example 4.1, if the feed valve is closed, the level of
the tank should not increase. This is done by defining the physical specification as a
set of logic constraints which are translated into equivalent FSMs. The synchronous
product of these FSMs with the product from step 2 yields the valid process model,
which represents all physically realisable process states.
Example 4.5 Complete wp-FSM Model of Buffer Tank: Consider the Buffer
Tank shown in Figure 4.1. Four elementary component items Feed Valve (FV), Drain
Valve (DV), Level sensor LV1 and LV2 are identified from the P&ID. The four state
variables for the overall model are given in the order as: (DV position, LV1 level, LV2
level, FV position). Two level sensors, each of two states, indicate the water level in the
tank (i.e. high, low). The operational objective is to fill up the tank to a predefined level
(LV2) and below the alarm level (LV1). The wp-FSM models of two valves (FV and DV)
are shown in Figure 4.2.
The complete wp-FSM model M of this process is the asynchronous product of the
wp-FSMs of all components and comprises 24 states as shown in Figure 4.6. First, the
operator is applied to the wp-FSMs of FV and DV, obtaining a new wp-FSM (6 states)
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which contains all the possible combinations of state variable values from these two wp-
FSMs. The next step is to calculate the asynchronous product of the resultant wp-FSM
and one of the remaining wp-FSMs (i.e. LV1 and LV2). The process is repeated until
all the elementary wp-FSMs are included. The initial state is State 1 (closed, low, low,
closed). In this case, the only defined goal state is when the level sensor LV2 is high and
valves are closed, i.e. State 4 (closed, low, high, closed).
In order to simplify the model to obtain only physically feasible transitions and
states, several logic specifications are identified and translated into FSMs (not shown).
First, when LV2 is low, LV1 cannot be high. The next specification is that LV1 or LV2
cannot fall if DV is closed. The final constraint is that it is impossible for LV1 or LV2 to
rise if FV is closed or failed. The synchronous product of the FSMs corresponding to these
specifications with the product in Figure 4.6 yields the process model shown in Figure 4.7
(the goal state now is State 10). Two possible paths, path 1 (state 1-3-7-10) and path 2
(state 1-2-6-4) are shown in Table 4.2, together with their overall probability, calculated
from the definitions in section 4.2.
Path start end transition P Co Cf
state state description
path 1 1 3 open FV 0.8 200 400
3 7 LV2 rise n/a n/a n/a
7 10 close FV 0.8 100 400
path 2 1 2 open DV 0.9 100 200
2 6 FV fail 0.2 400 n/a
6 4 close DV 0.9 100 150
path 1 normal operation
execution probability - 0.64
path 2 1 Feed Valve failure
execution probability - 0.16
Table 4.2: Some Example Attributes of wp-FSM in Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.6: The Complete wp-FSM of Buffer Tank
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State 1
Clsd, Low, Low, Clsd
State 2
Opn, Low, Low, Clsd
DV Open
State 3
Clsd, Low, Low, Opn
FV Open
State 4
Clsd, Low, Low, Fald
FV Fail
DV Close
State 5
Opn, Low, Low, Opn
FV Open
State 6
Opn, Low, Low, Fald
FV Fail
FV Close
DV Open
State 7
Clsd, Low, High, Opn
LV2 Rise
DV Open
FV Close
DV Close
State 8
Opn, Low, High, Opn
LV2 Rise
DV Close
DV Open
State 9
Clsd, High, High, Opn
LV1 Rise
State 10
Clsd, Low, High, Clsd
FV Close
LV2 Fall
DV Close
State 11
Opn, High, High, Opn
LV1 Rise
State 12
Opn, Low, High, Clsd
FV CloseDV Open
State 13
Clsd, High, High, Clsd
FV Close
LV1 Fall
DV Close
State 14
Opn, High, High, Clsd
FV Close
LV2 Fall
FV Open
DV Close
State 15
Opn, Low, High, Fald
FV Fail
FV Open
DV Open
State 16
Clsd, High, High, Fald
FV Fail
FV Open
LV1 FallDV Close
State 17
Opn, High, High, Fald
FV Fail
LV2 Fall
State 18
Clsd, Low, High, Fald
DV Close
DV Open LV1 FallDV Close
DV Open
Fill
KeyElementary Components 4
DV, LV1, LV2, FV
DV Valve
LV1 Level-Sensor
LV2 Level-Sensor
FV Valve2
Figure 4.7: The wp-FSM of Physically Feasible Buffer Tank
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4.5 Summary
This chapter developed representations and techniques within the framework of Proce-
dural Control Theory (PCT) for modelling of Stochastic DESs (SDES), particularly for
chemical systems. In Weighted Probabilistic FSM (wp-FSM) modelling framework, un-
certainty information is represented by the introduction of statistical attributes into the
model. These include the probability of both the execution and the failure of events (e.g.
breakdown of a pump) and of relevant failure cost (e.g. the cost to repair the pump, even
the penalty for the damage and undesirable affects), in addition to the normal operating
cost. In addition to this quantitative representation of the failure information, pre-defined
explicit failure models were embedded into wp-FSMs to explicitly describe the abnormal
behaviour of the system.
The asynchronous and synchronous product definitions were extended to wp-FSM
and used to produce wp-FSM models of combined systems. The overall probability of a
specific sequence of events in a complex system can be obtained. Such a stochastic model
can be used in the design of a controller. The next chapter will consider the optimal
procedural control of such SDESs within the wp-FSM framework.
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Chapter 5
Optimal Procedural Control of
Stochastic DESs
In chapter 4, a modelling framework was developed to construct process models for
Stochastic Discrete Event Systems (SDESs). The aim of this chapter is to formulate the
optimal procedural control problem for SDESs and develop efficient algorithms and proce-
dures for synthesising controllers. The synthesised optimal controllers for such stochastic
systems will take into consideration both probabilities of event occurrences and costs of
transitions in making optimal choices in the design of controllers. The goal is to produce
controllers which will drive the system from the initial state to goal states with an optimal
expected cost and converge the system from any state reached after a explicit failure to
goal states.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 reiterates some control preliminar-
ies of Procedural Control Theory (PCT), which provide a solid foundation for techniques
developed in this chapter. Important concepts are presented for later use. The opti-
mal procedural control problem (OPCP) is formulated in section 5.2 by introducing the
concept of expected cost. A procedural controller is defined as optimal for SDESs if the
expected cost that can arise in the controlled process is minimised. Section 5.3 presents
two synthesis algorithms and the global synthesis procedure to solve the OPCP problem.
Algorithm 1 is an efficient label-setting algorithm to solve the problem under a strict as-
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sumption. Algorithm 2 relaxes this assumption and is a label-correcting style algorithm.
Section 5.3.3 develops the method to deal with the failure behaviour. Section 5.4 presents
the methods used to estimate the cost and probability parameters as they play a crucial
role in the solution of the problem.
5.1 PCT Control Preliminaries
The controller in PCT is realised by the feedback control mode shown in Figure 5.1. It
receives outputs from the system via the measurement instrumentation and in response
issues one control command to execute a controlled transition at a time to the system.
The control command is a function of the state of the plant, rather than a function of the
string of events previously generated by the controlled plant.
 
PLANT 
CONTROLLER 
MEASURING 
CONTROL COMMAND 
Closed Loop 
Behaviour 
Disturbances 
Figure 5.1: Feedback Control Mode of PCT
A procedural controller is defined as a feedback map between the state of the
controlled system, and the controllable transition that must be executed to fulfill the
operation objectives. The purpose of a procedural controller is to force the state of the
process from the initial state to goal states while restricting its behaviour to a desirable
subset of states and trajectories (i.e. the specifications). The control mechanism within
PCT is characterized by a forcing and feedback control method. A procedural controller
is a FSM in which from any state, there are either, (1) a single controllable transition,
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or (2) one uncontrollable transition occurs. This has lead to the formal definition of a
procedural controller [1, 5]:
Definition 5.1 A procedural controller C for a process M is defined by the 5
tuples:
C = {Y, Σ, ξ, y0, Ym} (5.1)
in which for each y ∈ Y , one of the following is true:
1. σ ∈ Σu ∧ ∀σc ∈ Σy ⇒ ξ(σc, y) is undefined.
2. σ ∈ Σc ∧ ∀σ′ ∈ Σ, σ′ 6= σ ⇒ ξ(σ′, y) is undefined.
where Y is the set of controller states, Σ is the set of transitions, ξ is the state
transition partial function ξ : Σ × Y → Y , y0 is the initial controller state, Ym is the set
of controller goal states.
When a DES M is under the control of C, for each system state q, the procedural
controller will either issue a control order to execute one controllable transition (i.e. |Σc| =
1) or wait for one of uncontrollable transitions to occur (i.e. |Σc| = 0).
A stable procedural controller drives the convergence of a DES from the initial state
to a pre-defined set of goal states (attractor) through a finite number of transitions. The
stability is related to the concept of attraction.
Definition 5.2 Given a SDES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} and the
subsets of system states, A,B ⊆ Q, A is a strong attractor for B with respect to M,
denoted A M⇐ B if [75]:
1. A is E-invariant
2. Each state q ∈ rM−A(B) is connected to A
3. M has no cycles in rM−A(B)
where E is the set of events e ∈ E = (q, σ, q′), σ ∈ Σ; A is E-invariant if there is no edge
in E leading out of A. rM−A(B) is the set of all states in M − A that are reachable from
B. A state a is reachable from a state b if there exists a path from b to a.
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Sometimes, A can only attract B when the process is under the control of a proce-
dural controller C. A is a forced attractor for B if there exists a procedural controller C
such that A
C/M⇐ B. If A is the set of goal states and B is the set of all system states (e.g.
B = Q), the system M will converge to A under the control of C such that A
C/M⇐ Q.
5.2 An Optimal Procedural Controller
Weighted probabilistic FSMs (wp-FSMs) in chapter 4 provide a formal framework for
modelling Stochastic DESs (SDESs) under uncertainty. In this section, the design of an
optimal procedural controller for SDESs modelled by wp-FSMs is discussed. A procedural
controller is defined as optimal for such systems if the expected cost that can arise in the
controlled system is minimum. Optimal procedural controllers for SDESs will take into
consideration all integrated quantitative information including the probability of event
occurrences, operation costs and failure costs of transitions in making optimal control
choices. Such controllers, based on trade-off among risk (failure), cost and benefit are
necessary and desirable.
Wp-FSMs incorporate costs on both normal and possible abnormal (failure) be-
haviours - operation cost (Co) and failure cost (Cf ). In general, the expected normal
operating cost can be reduced by using less reliable (cheaper but with a higher malfunc-
tion probability) components, equipments and systems but the fact that this is undesirable
will be reflected in increased expected failure cost. This is the fundamental trade-off that
has made this approach meaningful.
5.2.1 Problem Formulation
A weighted probabilistic FSM (wp-FSM) M (M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf}) is
a FSM which, if the state of M is q and a control command χ of a procedural controller
C is chosen, the system then is expected to move to state q′ through the transition σ
with a given probability P (q, σ, q′) and corresponding costs co and cf . The edge (event)
is then described by an ordered triple e = (q, σ, q′) with the occurrence probability P (e)
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(i.e. P (e) = P (q, σ, q′)).
As mentioned in chapter 4, if P (q, σ, q′) < 1, the system may fail to execute event
e although the system M received the control command χ. We define the symbol e˜ as
the event that the system will still stay in the state q after the input σ (i.e. the failure of
event e). P (e˜), the probability of the occurrence of e˜, is equal to 1− P (e).
In order to explain the concept of the expected cost, firstly, we consider the simplest
wp-FSM, in which there are only two states.
Definition 5.3 The expected cost of a control command χ of a procedural con-
troller C, which is expected to drive the system from state q to state q′ in a two states
wp-FSM M is:
Cq(χ) = P (e).Co(e) + P (e˜).Cf (e˜) =
∑
q′∈χ(q)
P (e)C(e) (5.2)
where
P (e) is the probability of the occurrence of event e
P (e˜) is the probability of the failure of event e
Co(e) is the operation cost of the event e if it occurs
Cf (e˜) is the failure cost of the event e if it fails
Example 5.1 Expected cost of a control command χ: For example, consider the
Drain Valve (DV) in the Buffer Tank system shown in Figure 4.1. It is a simple stochastic
DES comprised of one elementary component of two states and the wp-FSM model of DV
is shown in Figure 5.2.
Assume DV is in the state closed, a control command open the valve was executed
by the controller, the valve is expected to move to the state Open with the probability
0.9 (P(21)) and the operation cost 100 (Co(21)). The event can fail with a probability 0.1
(1-P(21)) and a failure cost 200 (Cf (21)). The expected cost of the control action open
the valve is Cq(χ) = 0.9× 100 + 0.1× 200 = 110.
Definition 5.3 is a simple explanation of the expected cost in the simplest situation,
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Figure 5.2: wp-FSMs of Two Valves
in which the wp-FSM has only two states or the controller has one control action. For a
large states wp-FSM or a control sequence involving several transitions, the situation is
more complex.
In the presence of uncertainty, the traditional “cost-to-arrive” at a system state
does not make sense. The reason is that it may be impossible to guarantee that any given
state can be reached. In stochastic problems, the concept of “cost-to-go” from a system
state makes clear sense. In other words, it calculates the cost backwards from the goal
states to the initial state.
We now derive the expected cost of a specific control sequence for a stochastic
DES M . Let us denote the edges e0(q0, q1), e1(q1, q2)..., en−1(qn−1, qn) and corresponding
probabilities p0(e0), p1(e1)..., pn−1(en−1) of a path s, which starts from the initial state q0
to a goal state qn.
A controller C issues a control command in a control sequence χ {χ0, χ1..., χn−1}
at each corresponding system state q0, q1..., qn−1. Under the control of C, the system M
is operated along the path s.
Let’s assume if the state of M is qi−1 and a control command χi−1 is issued at this
state, the system is expected to move to state qi with the given probability Pi−1(ei−1) and
corresponding costs co(ei−1) and cf (e˜i−1).
Definition 5.4 The expected cost of a control sequence χ from the system state
qi−1 is:
E(qi−1) = Cqi−1(χi−1) + Pi−1E(qi) (5.3)
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Where, from Equation 5.2, Cqi−1(χi−1) = Pi−1(ei−1).Co(ei−1) +Pi−1(e˜i−1).cf (e˜i−1)
It calculates the expected cost backwards from the goal state to the initial state.
It starts with the final state qn, E(qn) = 0, because qn is the goal state and there is no
further “cost-to-go” from qn. Then we can derive the value of E(qn−1) from E(qn−1) =
Cqn−1(χn−1) + Pn−1E(qn). Recursively, it can calculate the expected cost of χ starting at
q0 is:
E(q0) = Cq0(χ0) + P0E(q1) (5.4)
where
E(q1) = Cq1(χ1) + P1E(q2)
E(q2) = Cq2(χ2) + P2E(q3)
..........
E(qn−1) = Cqn−1(χn−1) + Pn−1E(qn)
E(qn) = 0
Example 5.2 Expected cost of a control sequence: Consider a stochastic DES
comprised of two elementary components, two valves FV and DV, and the wp-FSM model
of the system is shown in Figure 5.3. “C” is used to present the Closed state variable
and “O” presents the Open state variable. There are two paths from the initial state
(C,C) to the goal state (O,O), therefore, the controller could have two control sequences
as χ(0) {χ0, χ1} and χ(1) {χ1, χ0}, where χ0 is the control action to execute transition
“11” - open FV and χ1 is to execute transition “21”- open DV.
From Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4), the expected cost E[χ(0)] of the control
sequence χ(0) from the initial state to the goal state is equal to:
P (11).Co(11) + [1− P (11)].Cf (11) + P (11). [P (21).Co(21) + (1− P (21)).Cf (21)] = 328
The expected cost E[χ(1)] of the control sequence χ(1) is:
P (21).Co(21) + [1− P (21)].Cf (21) + P (21). [P (11).Co(11) + (1− P (11)).Cf (11)] = 326
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Figure 5.3: The Two Valves SDES
Let us denote the expected cost of a procedural controller C as Ec. A ⊆ Q is a
global forced attractor for a stochastic DES M. Denote C∗ as the set of all procedural
controllers C for which A
C/M⇐ Q (i.e. the system M will converge to A under the control
of C).
Definition 5.5 The minimum expected cost from the system state q to A that
can be achieved under the control of controllers in C∗ is:
Emin(q,A) = min
{
EC/M (q, A)|C ∈ C∗
}
(5.5)
Definition 5.6 A procedural controller C is optimal for a stochastic DES M if:
∀q ∈ Q, ECopt/M (q,A) = Emin(q, A) (5.6)
Under the control of Copt, the expected cost from any state q of the controlled
system to the goal states A is minimum. The optimal procedural control problem (OPCP)
for stochastic DESs can be then stated:
OPCP: Given a stochastic DES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} with prob-
abilities P and costs Co, Cf for each event, synthesise (if possible) an optimal procedural
controller Copt for M with the minimum expected cost Emin.
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5.3 Synthesis of Optimal Procedural Controllers
It can be observed that the concept of optimality of OPCP is associated with system
measures (e.g. cost and probability) in the basic model wp-FSMs. On the other hand,
the concept of a procedural controller does not rely on those measures, but is a purely
structural property of the system model. Obviously, it is possible that there are multi-
ple solutions to the OPCP problem (i.e. several controllers are equally optimal for the
optimization criterion). It would be helpful to find a concise representation for all the
possible optimal procedural controllers (if there is more than one) that are a solution to
OPCP. This representation is called as the maximal superstructure of optimal procedural
controllers for OPCP and denote it as CMS .
One can observe that the essence of OPCP and the stochastic shortest path problem
is equivalent. The essence of the problem is to reach the termination states (nodes) from
the initial state (node) of a stochastic DES M with the minimum expected cost under the
control of a procedural controller C. It can be a stochastic shortest path problem if the
expected cost of the control action is considered as the edge length in a path.
The next section develops two different optimisation algorithms to demonstrate
how the optimal procedural controllers can be synthesised for stochastic DESs modelled
as wp-FSMs.
5.3.1 Synthesis Algorithm 1 - Label Setting Algorithm
Normally, the efficient shortest path algorithms for deterministic networks can not solve
the stochastic shortest path problem. This section shows that the OPCP problem can be
solved by an efficient label setting algorithm, described in Table 5.1 under one simplifying
assumption. This assumption is needed for the proposed Algorithm 1 to solve the OPCP
problem.
Assumption 5.1 The expected cost of a control sequence χ satisfies:
E(qi−1) > E(qi), ∀i (5.7)
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The meaning of this assumption is that there is an optimal procedural controller C
under which, from a given state, the system can only move backwards to a state with a
higher expected cost. In other words, the expected cost is consistently increasing during
the calculation. A case where this assumption arises is in deterministic optimisation
problems when all costs are positive. As discussed in section 5.2.1, we used the concept of
“cost-to-go” from a system state for the problem. It calculates the cost backwards from
the goal states to the initial state.
Proposition 5.1 Given a stochastic DES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf}
with probabilities P and costs Co, Cf for each event, an initial state q0 and the set of goal
states (attractor) A, Algorithm 1 (Table 5.1) synthesises CMS for M under the assumption
5.1. A proof is supplied in Appendix A.
Understanding Algorithm 1 requires the introduction of the concept of Q′–forced–
attractable. Given q ∈ Q and Q′ ⊆ Q, q is Q′–forced–attractable if q is a predecessor of a
state in Q′ and either all (if any) the uncontrolled transition leaving q end in Q′ or there
is at least one controllable transition from q ending in Q′.
Definition 5.7 Given the state subset Q′ ⊆ Q and the state q ∈ Q, q is Q′–
forced–attractable if:
1. q ∈ Q−Q′
2. Q′ ∩ δM (q,Σ) 6= ∅
3. δM (q,Σu) 6= ∅ ⇒ (δM (q,Σu) ⊆ Q′) ∨ (δM (q,Σc) ∩Q′ 6= ∅)
Let us consider the computational complexity of Algorithm 1. The algorithm ter-
minates after at most |Q| iterations (e.g. Aj+1 = Q). The determination of the Aj-forced-
attractable states at Step (ii) is also of complexity O(|Q|). For an Aj-forced-attractable
state q, Eu(q) is computed only once for each state. At most |Q| states must be consid-
ered in the Ec(q) calculation procedure. Then the computational complexity of Step (iii)
is O(|Q|) and the overall complexity of the Algorithm 1 is O(|Q|2).
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(i) Let A0 be the set of goal states (i.e. A0 = A), and for every single state q ∈ Q:
(1) If q ∈ A0, set λ(q) = 0; disable all controllable transitions exiting q.
If q /∈ A0, set λ(q) =∞.
(2) Set j=0.
(ii) For each Aj − forced− attractable state q calculate:
(1) Ec(q): If there exists no controllable transition exiting q and reaching a
state in Aj , Ec(q) =∞. Otherwise, consider every single controllable
transition exiting q and reaching a state q′ ∈ Aj , let Cq(e) be its expected cost.
Ec(q) is the minimal value of the expression Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) when all such
transitions are considered.
(2) Eu(q): If there exists no uncontrollable transition exiting q, or if there exists
at least one uncontrollable transition exiting q but not ending in Aj ,
Eu(q) =∞. Otherwise, consider every single uncontrollable transition exiting
q and reaching a state q′ ∈ Aj , let Cq(e) be its expected length. Eu(q) is the
maximal value of the expression Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) when all such transitions
are considered.
(3) E(q) is the minimum of {Ec(q), Eu(q)}.
(iii) Let Vj be the set of all states q whose E(q) is the minimal with respect to
all other Aj − forced− attractable states.
(iv) Let Aj+1 = Aj ∪ Vj and for every single state q ∈ Vj :
(1) Set λ(q) = E(q).
(2) Disable every single controllable transition - let Cq(e) be its expected cost
- leaving q and reaching a state q′ such that Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) > λ(q).
(3) If Eu(q) > Ec(q) then disable all uncontrollable transition leaving q.
(v) If Aj+1 6= Aj , then set j=j+1 and goto step (ii). Otherwise, the algorithm
terminates and the set of all disabled transitions reflects the actions of CMS .
Table 5.1: Algorithm 1 - Synthesise CMS for Stochastic DESs
5.3.2 Synthesis Algorithm 2 - Label Correcting Algorithm
Finding an optimal procedural controller for stochastic DESs modelled as wp-FSMs ap-
pears to be very difficult. The OPCP problem is a stochastic problem because the expected
cost changes dynamically and, in fact, the cost acquired also depends on the control de-
cisions. In the last section, we developed an efficient label-setting algorithm to solve the
problem under a strict assumption. In this section, we proposed a label-correcting style
algorithm - Algorithm 2 as in Table 5.2 for synthesising optimal controllers without this
assumption.
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Proposition 5.2 Given a stochastic DES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf}
with probabilities P and costs Co, Cf for each event, and its initial state q0 and the set
of goal states (attractor) A, Algorithm 2 (Table 5.2) synthesises CMS for M . A proof is
supplied in Appendix B.
(i) Let A be the set of goal states (attractor), and for every single state q ∈ Q:
(1) Set: λ(q) = 0 if q ∈ A or
λ(q) =∞ if q /∈ A
(ii) For each state q ∈ Q−A compute:
(1) Ec(q): If there exists no controllable transition exiting q, Ec(q) =∞.
Otherwise, consider every single controllable transition exiting q,
Ec(q) is the minimal value of the expression Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′).
(2) Eu(q): If there exists no uncontrollable transition exiting q, Eu(q) =∞.
Otherwise, consider every single uncontrollable transition exiting q
Eu(q) is the maximal value of the expression Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′).
(3) E(q) is the minimum of {Ec(q), Eu(q)}.
(iii) If there is no state q ∈ Q−A such that E(q) < λ(q), then go to step (iv).
Otherwise, let λ(q) = E(q) for all state q ∈ Q−A and return to step (ii).
(iv) (1) For each state q ∈ A:
Disable all controllable transitions exiting from q and ending a state q′ /∈ A.
(2) For each state q ∈ Q−A:
Disable every single controllable transition leaving q and reaching a state q′
such that Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) > λ(q).
If Eu(q) > Ec(q), then disable all uncontrollable transition leaving q.
(v) Algorithm termination.
Table 5.2: Algorithm 2 - Synthesise CMS for Stochastic DESs
As noted, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|Q|2). For eval-
uating the complexity of Algorithm 2, in the step (ii), we assume the states: q1, q2, ..., q|Q−A|,
and first check q1, then q2, etc., and also to update the values λ(qi). The complexity of
computing E(q) is O(|Q|2). After the first iteration, we go through additional sweeps until
no improvement is obtained. If the longest path from the state q to A consists of n edges,
then by the end of the nth iteration, the expected cost of q will have its final minimum
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value. Because n is less than |Q|, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(|Q|3).
Comparison of Algorithms 1 and 2
Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the state q removed from the candidate list Vj is a state
with the minimum expected cost. Under the assumption 5.1 that the cost is consistently
increasing, the algorithm has a remarkable property: each state will enter Vj at most once.
The most time-consuming part of this method is calculating the minimum expected cost
state at each iteration.
Algorithm 2. This algorithm can solve the problem without Assumption 5.1 at the
expense of additional computations. The selection of the state to be removed from V is
simpler. However, a state may enter the candidate list multiple times. It reduces the
cost label of one state at each iteration by considering only local information, namely the
cost of the single arc and the current cost labels of its incident states. When the model
structure is acyclic, Algorithm 2 can be adapted to exploit the problem’s structure, so
that each state enters and exits the candidate list only once, thereby nullifying the major
advantage of Algorithm 1.
As mentioned at the beginning of section 5.3, it is possible that there are multiple
solutions (i.e. several controllers are equally optimal). The algorithms find a represen-
tation CMS for the superset of all possible optimal procedural controllers. If there are
multiple optimal controllers, it is possible to identify all equivalent controllers by selecting
at each state one controllable transition to be executed, and to obtain a specific procedural
controller from CMS by adding the corresponding specifications.
5.3.3 Control of Failure Behaviour
The previous sections developed methods to synthesise all optimal procedural controllers
for SDESs. Such controllers do not consider how to deal with the explicit failure behaviour
in the model. As described in section 1.12 and chapter 4, wp-FSMs have two mechanisms to
represent the failure information of a SDES. Firstly, a probabilistic FSM model naturally
represents the probability of the occurrence of a failure. A wp-FSM is a FSM where
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there is a probability p associated with the occurrence of the transitions and so that the
transitions can fail with the probability 1− p, which is taken into account in synthesising
an optimal procedural controller in previous sections.
Secondly, we define a special type of uncontrollable transition - explicit failure tran-
sition such as the failure of opening a valve in Figure 4.2. The synthesised controller need
to explicitly respond to such failures (pre-defined failures) so that the controlled system
can recover the operation. It is clearly not desirable to generate procedural controllers
relying on a failure event to achieve the goal states (if these are optimal, likely there is
something wrong with the process design). On the other hand, controllers should drive the
system from any state reached after a failure transition to the desired goal states. We look
for a controller which embeds the internal failure model and thus is able to intrinsically
compensate for failures.
In order to consider these features, we modified the synthesis procedures. Firstly,
since the synthesised controllers should not contain failure transitions for normal operation,
the synthesis algorithm is simply applied to the following modified wp-FSM model:
M∗ = {Q,V nv ,Σ− Σf , δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} (5.8)
Where Σf is the set of pre-defined failure transitions.
In other words, the failure transitions are ignored during the calculations. The
resulting controllers are these which can operate the process without relying on failures
to happen. Once the algorithms completed the calculation and removed the disabled
transitions and states, the failure transitions are re-introduced into the resulting wp-FSM
and new optimal controllers are synthesised. Thus, from any failure state, the system can
reach the goal states through a trajectory consisting of transitions enabled by algorithms
with an optimal expected cost.
The overall synthesis procedure is summarised in the following Table 5.3:
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Global Synthesis Procedure:
(1) Construct the wp-FSM model M of the process (Chapter 4)
(3) Find the maximal superstructure of procedural controllers [1]
(4) Create M∗ - remove explicit failure transitions
(5) Synthesise the optimal procedural controllers CMS using algorithms I and II
(6) Re-introduce failure transitions and remove unreachable states
(7) Final resulting optimal procedural controllers generated
Table 5.3: Global Synthesis Procedure for Stochastic DESs
5.4 Cost and Probability Estimation
In previous sections, the approach for the control of SDESs has evolved to extremise
quantitative measures of the system performance - cost and execution probability. Clearly,
the nature of cost and probability play a crucial role in the solution of the problems
considered. This section discusses the methods used to estimate the numerical values of
cost and probability parameters. This is a specialised subject and quite a lot of work has
been done, particularly in the area of equipment reliability and failure [76, 77]. In this
thesis, this is not the main research objective and it only adapts some quick and rough
estimation.
5.4.1 Cost Parameter Estimation
Wp-FSM incorporates costs on both normal and possible failure transitions - operation
cost Co (e.g. physical resources and capital that may be used by the process to execute
events) and failure cost Cf (e.g. the cost to repair the pump, even the penalty for the
damage and undesirable affects).
Operation Cost Co Estimation
Operation cost is a measure of resource usage. Cost estimates can never include all possible
elements but hopefully should include the most important elements. A quick and rough
estimation of costs associated with transitions is based on the generic cost information
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and the estimation method in [78].
The overview of the cost in a general plant can be summarised as in Table 5.4:
Cost overview Details
Fixed cost: major equipment cost
total cost of the plant other costs (negligible): equipment erection; piping;
ready for start-up instrumentation; electrical; building; storage etc
Operating cost: maintenance
total cost of producing raw material
a product (annually) utilities
other costs (negligible): labour; laboratory costs; supervision;
capital charges; rates, insurance and licence fees etc
Table 5.4: Cost Overview of a Plant
Annualised Capital Cost
We aim to carry out optimization on the basis of both fixed capital and operating costs.
This is difficult to do unless both fixed capital and operating costs can be expressed on
a common basis. Capital cost (here, the major equipment cost) can be expressed on an
annual basis if it it assumed that the capital has been borrowed over a fixed period at a
fixed rate of interest, in which case the capital cost can be annualised according to [79]:
Annualized fixed capital cost = capital cost× i(1 + i)
m
(1 + i)m − 1 (5.9)
where i is the fractional interest rate per year, m is number of years
When using annualised capital cost to carry out optimization, changing the annual-
isation period can lead to very different results when, for example, carrying out a trade-off
between energy and capital costs. The operation cost Co of a component is defined as:
Co =
1
n
× (ce + cu + cm + cr) (5.10)
where
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n number of operation per year
ce annualized fixed equipment (capital) cost
cu utility cost per year
cm maintenance cost per year
cr raw material cost per year
The quantities of raw material cost can be obtained from a process flow-sheet
and multiplied by the operating hours per year to get the annual requirements. Utilities
includes, power, steam, compressed air, cooling and process water, and eﬄuent treatment.
The quantities can be obtained from an energy balance and the process flow sheet. The
current cost of utilities supplied by the utility companies: electricity, gas and water, can
be obtained from their local area offices. Maintenance cost is the cost of the labour and
the material (including the equipment spares). The annual maintenance cost is typically
5 to 15 percent of the installed capital cost.
Failure Cost Cf Estimation
The failure cost is the economic loss caused by a fault or failure. This loss will not only be
the cost of replacing or repairing the component or equipment, but also the loss of earnings
from lost production and lost sales if there is any. Plant unavailability, or downtime, may
or may not incur serious cost penalties, depending on whether there is a ready market for
the products. Similar considerations apply to the partial unavailability. It is quite difficult
to make the economic assessments of failures. A procedure for estimating the potential
loss can be found in [78]. Here, we follow a simpler estimation of the failure cost. The
failure cost Cf of a component is defined as:
Cf = cl + crp = trp × cl/h + crp (5.11)
where
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cl the cost of loss of production
crp the average cost of repairing/replacing the component
trp the active repair time (downtime)
cl/h the cost of loss of production per hour
The active repair time is the average down-time required to repair and return the
component to a state where it is ready to resume its function [76].
Generic data on equipment failures including generic failure rate and equipment
repair times are available in the literature. For this work we used the data published by
OREDA in their handbook [76] (OREDA is a project sponsored by nine international oil
companies and has established a comprehensive data bank with reliability and maintenance
data for exploration and production equipments).
5.4.2 Probability
We consider the application of failure statistics [77] to the estimation - predicting the likely
probability of successful performance (or failure) of components, equipment and systems.
Obviously, a database of equipment and component failure rates is needed. Typ-
ically, the data should include basic failure information obtained from test programmes
or in-service experience and derived data. The source of the basic failure information,
for example, can be obtained from the maintenance records. When these data are not
available, it may be necessary to use generic reliability data sources. Derived failure data
could include statistical information such as mean time to failure and mean repair time.
The main objective of many detailed reliability data analyses is to construct a
probability model of the failure process. It is clear that all models are approximations.
The collection and analysis of reliability data requires a systematic approach and it is a
specialised subject.
The failure model of particular interest in this research is the Exponential distri-
bution. Because most notable equipments we considered are repairable, the Exponential
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distribution (or Poisson distribution) is used as the failure probability model to predict
the probability of the failure of events. Certain basic assumptions are needed: (1) repair is
perfect, restoring the equipment to the complete ready state; (2) failures occur at random
but at a constant failure rate.
Generic failure data in [76] and [77] are the principal resource of the basic failure
information for the case studies in Chapter 7.
Example 5.3 (Exponential distribution failure model): The lifetime of a control
valve is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with a constant failure rate of 23
failures/Mh (that is 0.2 failures/year).
The probability of the control valve failing during 1 year of operation is: P (e˜) =
1− e−0.2×1 = 0.181.
5.5 Summary
This chapter addressed the problem of designing an optimal procedural controller for
stochastic DESs (SDESs) modelled as wp-FSMs. A procedural controller was defined as
optimal for such systems if the expected cost that can arise in the controlled system is
minimised. The concept of “expected cost” plays the critical role in the formulation of the
problem considered. The expected cost was chosen as the “cost-to-go” from a system state
instead of the traditional “cost-to-arrive” at a state. In other words, the cost is calculated
backwards from the goal states to the initial state.
The proposed controller has two functions. Firstly, under the conditions of un-
certainty, it takes into consideration all integrated quantitative information in making
optimal control choices. The synthesised controller, based on a trade-off among risk, cost
and benefits will drive the system to desired goal states in the best way. Finding such an
optimal procedural controller appeared to be very difficult. The problem is a stochastic
problem because the expected cost changes dynamically and, in fact, the cost acquired
also depends on the control decisions. Two different algorithms were developed to solve
the optimisation problem in section 5.3.
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Secondly, taking a different way to fault tolerance control, this approach looked
for a controller which embeds the explicit failure model and thus is able to intrinsically
compensate for such failures. The synthesised controller was designed to explicitly respond
to pre-defined failures so that the controlled system can recover the operation and will
drive the system to the desired goal states.
This chapter also showed some preliminary results of the attempt to estimate the
quantitative measures - costs and probability, which are crucial for the optimisation prob-
lem. All methods discussed are applied to case studies in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of Optimal
Procedural Control
The methods and algorithms developed in the previous chapters are mathematically inten-
sive and conceptually complex. One can observe that it could become unmanageable and
very time-consuming to manually synthesise controllers even for simple stochastic DESs.
This chapter attempts to provide a structured implementation architecture that enables
the rapid development and implementation of optimal procedural controllers. This aims to
bridge at least in part the gap between the formal theoretical framework and its applica-
tion to real industrial problems. Standard process modelling and synthesising procedural
controllers can be performed with the PCT Toolbox program developed by the PCT group
at Imperial College. Some features of PCT Toolbox are summarized in Table 6.1.
Technique PCT
Standard Solver
FSMs modelling
√
WP-FSMs modelling ×
Controllers for deterministic DESs
√
Friendly GUI
√
Result graphic display
√
Result translation
√
Table 6.1: Features - PCT Toolbox
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This chapter presents the computational work developed within PCT Toolbox to
incorporate the modelling of stochastic DESs and the synthesis of optimal procedural con-
trollers for such systems. The chapter is organised as follows. It begins by presenting the
design of data structure adopted in section 6.1.1. Section 6.1.2 outlines a C++ imple-
mentation of the theoretical work into PCT Toolbox. Details of the logic design of the
implementation of two algorithms are shown in Appendix C and D. Section 6.2 presents
a brief introduction to PCT Toolbox. Finally, section 6.3 discusses the technique used to
simulate the full (logical, continuous and time varying) operation of controlled systems
using PCT Toolbox and gPROMS. In chapter 7, section 7.4 simulates a ‘controlled’ case
study process and tests the correctness of the generated optimal procedural control code.
6.1 Computational Work
6.1.1 Data Structure
The code for the executable program was implemented in C++ within the Microsoft
Visual Studio.Net programming environment. The design of the data structure features a
“module system”, which allows data structures to be safely reused in different applications.
C++ is an object-oriented language. C++ describes objects within a structure (class),
which contain both variables and functions. One of important feature of the class is
inheritance, which involves subclasses and superclasses. Conceptually, a superclass should
be considered as a common part of its subclasses. It is one mechanism for providing the
reuse ability.
Some relevant class structures used are shown in Figure 6.1. The class elementary
component has several subclasses including class states, transitions, and measures etc. For
example, an object of the elementary component class contains a list of states objects. The
whole problem is treated with more than 100 classes.
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class Instance
Variables
name of component
controller
gPROMS infor
etc
class States
class Elementary wp-FSM
Variables
sub-class name
Name description
List of instances list of transitions
List of states etc
List of transitions
List of measures class Transitions
………………………..
etc Variables
name
description
from state
to state
failure
controllable
class Measures
Variables
list of transitions
operation cost
failure cost
probability
etc
Figure 6.1: Relevant Data Classes
6.1.2 Implementations
The modelling procedures (Chapter 4) and algorithms (Chapter 5) were coded into PCT
Toolbox. The implementation includes way for modelling wp-FSM components, for execu-
tion of the algorithms developed in chapter 5, and overall synthesis of optimal procedural
controllers for wp-FSM models. The executable solver results from the compilation of the
C++ source files in Table 6.2.
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C++ files of the optimisation solver Details
ControllerTransitionCost.cpp Contain the measure class, store the cost
ControllerTransitionCost.h and probability data
ControllerSimpleState.cpp The functions of algorithms calculating
ControllerSimpleState.h the optimal value, and setting failures
ControllerStateTransition.cpp Store failure transitions
ControllereStateTransition.h
ControllerState.cpp Initiation and contain the function to define
ControllereState.h forced attractable states
PCTFileParserImplementation.cpp Read the value of cost and probability
PCTFileParserImplementation.h into relevant classes
PCTFileTagnames.cpp Set the tag name of relevant variables e.g.
PCTFileTagnames.h cost and probability
ControllerCostsSpecification.cpp The functions to get reference and insert single
ControllerCostsSpecification.h measure class into a list
PCTSolverImplementationBase.cpp Main implementations of algorithms and
PCTSolverImplementationBase.h executes the downstream operation
OptimalProbabilitySolver.cpp Initiation and implementation of the global
OptimalProbabilitySolver.h synthesis procedure
Table 6.2: Relevant C++ Source Files
There are several critical functions in the above source files to carry out the synthesis
procedure as follows. Note: A function is a portion of code within a larger program, which
performs a specific task and can be relatively independent of the remaining code. The
remaining of this section refers to some functions developed by the PCT group and this
thesis.
Legal and trim structure
The first step of the optimisation solver is to construct the asynchronous product of the
elementary wp-FSMs of a SDES model. The task is carried out by two functions:
void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: buildReachable()
void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: makeTrimFromReachable()
Disabled states and transitions are removed from the product according to the
static and dynamic specifications specified by the designer. Such states can be physically
impossible states or states are not reachable from the initial state. Therefore, optimisation
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algorithms only calculate and store the left states and transitions in the computer memory
after this step.
Maximal superstructure of controllers
After the first step, the obtained wp-FSM product - the legal behavior of the SDES - is
trim, which means all paths lead to the set of goal states and all states are reachable from
the initial state. However, as stated in [1], a controllability analysis is needed because the
trim legal structure is usually not a procedural controller. The task is carried out by the
function:
void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: makeControllable()
Create M∗
This implementation corresponds to the step 4 of global synthesis procedures in Table 5.3.
The failure transitions are ignored during the calculation of algorithms. This function
temporarily removes the failure transitions from the resultant wp-FSM of the previous
step and stores the location information in order to re-introduce them later. The resultant
wp-FSM of this step includes trajectories from the initial state to goal states which do not
contain failure transitions. This task is carried out by the function:
void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: removeFailureDependentTrajectories()
Implementations of Optimisation Algorithms
The wp-FSM resulting from the previous operation is calculated by the optimisation al-
gorithm 1 and 2 developed in chapter 5. Algorithms 1 and 2 have been implemented into
PCT Toolbox.
The design of the overall logic procedure for implementation of Algorithm 1 is
shown in Figure 6.2. Details of step i, iii, iv and v are show in Figure C.2, C.3 and C.4
in Appendix C. The main calculation function of Algorithm 1 is in the PCTSolverImple-
mentationBase.cpp file as below.
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void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: OptimalProbabilityPath()
The overall logic procedure for implementation of Algorithm 2 is shown in Figure
6.3. Details of steps i and iv are shown in Figure D.2 and D.3 in Appendix D. The main
calculation function of Algorithm 2 is in the PCTSolverImplementationBase.cpp file. All
C++ code of this thesis can be provided as request.
void PCTSolverImplementationBase :: OptimalProbabilityPath2()
The implementation of algorithms are demonstrated using case studies and corre-
sponding numerical experiments in chapter 7. It is shown that the implementation of the
algorithms in C++ is efficient. The calculations for Case Study I were performed on a
Windows PC with 3GHz CPU and 1GB RAM. Algorithms performed well regarding CPU
time - average 15 seconds (Algorithm 1) and 9 seconds (Algorithm 2) for this 2304 states
problem.
6.2 PCT Toolbox
The PCT Toolbox package was developed by the PCT group at Imperial College London.
This section outlines relevant parts of this package, which are particularly useful for this
thesis. The computational work in previous sections was integrated into the package, as
well as the optimisation solvers for stochastic DESs.
The overall program has three parts: PCTDesigner (GUI), Solvers (C++) and third
part graphics packages to display results (i.e. Davinci, Graphviz and Adobe Reader). All
input from the user is given through PCTDesigner. PCTDesigner has a user friendly GUI
that enables the users to define their models, variables and specifications.
The component definition window models and organises the elementary components
of a system. It could be used to define new components or load predefined components
from a library. Generally, component definition is done at the beginning of a project.
They can be added or edited at any stage of a project. Figure 6.4 shows the main window
to define a simple valve with two states, open and closed. Once components have been
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Figure 6.2: Algorithm 1 - overall logic procedure
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Is NewIteration True?
B
Bool variable NewIteration= true
j = 0
Algorithm 2 - overall logic procedure
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Figure 6.3: Algorithm 2 - overall logic procedure
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defined, the controller costs specification window (Figure 6.5) will help the users to enter
the values of costs and probability for each component.
The specification window in Figure 6.6 enables users to define the overall process
model (e.g. initial states, goal states) and operating specifications (e.g. static and dy-
namic specifications). They are presented in the window in structured English for easy
understanding and use. Specifications are added by right clicking on the controller and
selecting the specification type.
PCTDesigner writes input files for Solvers when PCT Toolbox is requested to syn-
thesise an optimal procedural controller. The solver window (Figure 6.7) shows all avail-
able solvers in the menu including the optimisation solvers developed in previous sections.
On completion, the solver writes several files to display results. A results file is used
by PCTDesigner to output the success and summary of the synthesis. Warnings at the
bottom of the figure help the designer to identify possible causes of the problems.
The user can view the synthesised controllers in the form of formatted text files
or through the third party software (daVinci or Adobe Reader) that shows the control
sequence in a graphical network form. The synthesised controller can also be automat-
ically translated into other formats such as simulation languages and industrial control
code languages. Figure 6.8 shows some forms of displaying results. In short, PCT Tool-
box enables rapid modelling, synthesis, dynamic verification and automatic control code
generation for procedural controllers.
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Figure 6.4: Main Window of GUI - model components
Figure 6.5: GUI - specify costs and probability
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Figure 6.6: GUI - define specifications
6.3 Simulation of Optimal Procedural Control
Once optimal procedural controllers have been synthesised and they can be translated into
industrial control code or into simulation code for verification. PCT Toolbox currently
supports the translation into gPROMS simulation language and PARACODE control lan-
guage. The dynamic simulation environment gPROMS can be used to test whether the
operating specifications for the sequential controllers are met in a combined discrete/con-
tinuous environment.
The interaction between process model and controllers is organised into four main
parts (Figure 6.9): 1) the discrete-continuous model of the uncontrolled plant; 2) the
observer tasks; 3) the controller tasks; 4) the discrete controller. The uncontrolled plant is
modelled in gPROMS as a set of units and processes in the standard way. The observer and
controller TASKS define the link between the process and the controller. The controllers
are automatically translated from PCT Toolbox into a set of gPROMS TASKS.
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Figure 6.7: GUI - solvers and results display
Figure 6.10 illustrates the overall procedure of controller development and process
simulation using PCT Toolbox and gPROMS models. A process is modelled in two parts,
i.e. plant and controllers. The former is the uncontrolled dynamic behaviour of the
process and is modelled in gPROMS. The latter is generated by the PCT Toolbox. The
control sequence then can be automatically translated into the simulation language in
gPROMS by one-click in PCT Toolbox. In order to simulate the ‘controlled’ process or
test the correctness of the generated control code, some snippets and chunks of the control
code must be inserted and merged with the gPROMS model of the process in the correct
gPROMS syntactical order.
The uncontrolled dynamic model, plant model, consists of all the process compo-
nents such as valves and sensors. It also contains all the equations describing how the
system responds, such as the values of level in the tank. In the plant model, components
can be defined such as Valves, Pumps and Sensors in gPROMS, while others will need to
be generated by PCT Toolbox, such as Timers and Counters. Models are of two basic
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Figure 6.8: PCT - modelling, simulation, implementation
Uncontrolled Plant 
(Combined Discrete/Continuous Behaviour) 
observer tasks 
Discrete Instructions Discrete Events 
Actuator Commands Sensor Signals 
controller tasks 
Procedural Controllers 
 (Discrete Behaviour) 
 
Figure 6.9: Main Parts of Simulation
types: DISCRETE and CONTINUOUS.
Discrete components are represented discretely both in gPROMS and PCT. In
gPROMS, discrete events and transitions can be achieved by using CASE statement and
SWITCH TO statement, for example, a valve in open state can SWITCH TO closed state
for the close transition.
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Figure 6.10: Procedure for simulation using PCT and gPROMS
In gPROMS, both the procedural controllers and the observers are called TASKS.
PCT Toolbox automatically generates all the required TASKS for gPROMS. Two output
documents from PCT Toolbox are produced for each controller, one of which includes
the code for the observers tasks, and the another is the controllers tasks. The gPROMS
code is generated by selecting the Export gPROMS from the Build menu. These codes
can be easily inserted into gPROMS to compile the simulation. This feature of PCT
significantly improves the performance of formal methods by easily and automatically
transferral of synthesised controllers to implementable control or simulation code rather
than through manual translations, in which errors can easily occur [33]. Section 7.4
presents the simulation of a controlled process for a Batch Pilot Plant and tests the
correctness of the generated optimal procedural control code.
6.4 Summary
This chapter presented the computational work implementing the methods for the synthe-
sis of optimal procedural controllers for stochastic DESs. In doing so, modelling procedures
(chapter 4) and algorithms (chapter 5) have been coded into the PCT Toolbox, adding a
feature for the optimisation of stochastic DESs. Some features of these solvers highlighting
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the merits of the theoretical work are summarized in Table 6.3. The solvers were incorpo-
rated in a structured implementation architecture that enables the rapid development and
implementation of optimal procedural controllers. This bridges part of the gap between
the formal theoretical framework and its application to real industrial problems.
Technique PCT PCT Optimisation Solver
Standard Solver for stochastic DESs
Alg 1 Alg 2
WP-FSMs modelling × √ √
Failure modelling and failure cost × √ √
Controllers for deterministic DESs
√ √ √
Optimal controllers for special stochastic DESs × √ √
Optimal controllers for stochastic DESs × × √
Failure recovery and cost optimisation × √ √
Computation complexity O(S2) O(S2) O(S3)
Table 6.3: Features - PCT Toolbox Solvers
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Chapter 7
Case Studies
7.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the techniques of chapters 4 and 5 and the software imple-
mentation work of chapter 6 on two industrial scale case studies. The first case study
is a common process in the industry, a Solution Dosing Tank, which features alternative
pieces of equipment carrying out the same process function. The case study is an extended
version of the one presented in [80] and it is an ideal test bed for the methods for synthe-
sis of optimal procedural controllers for stochastic DESs modelled as wp-FSMs. Several
numerical experiments of this case study are tested to examine the algorithms and their
implementations.
The second case study deals with the synthesis of optimal procedural controllers
for a multipurpose batch pilot plant, typical of a small scale food, fine chemicals or phar-
maceuticals manufacturing plant. The plant is ideal to test the methods through its
complexity and flexible connectivity plus a high degree of instrumentation. In particular,
the task of cleaning one process unit is considered. Furthermore, the dynamic simulation
package gPROMS was used to simulate the ‘controlled’ process and test the correctness
of the generated optimal procedural control code in a combined discrete/continuous envi-
ronment.
The values for cost and failure probabilities used in this chapter are approximately
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estimated using the method in section 5.4 and should be used as an indication of what
the actual figures would be. Cost estimates in these two case studies can never include all
possible elements but hopefully include the most important elements. The generic failure
rate data and active repair times data in [76] and [77] were used to estimate the failure
probability and cost. The actual failure data are highly influenced by how the plant is
operated and how maintenance is organised.
Table 7.1 summary of the techniques and tools of previous chapters employed in
each case study.
Technique Reference I - Solution Dosing Tank II - Batch Pilot
Section Case 1 Experiments Plant
Weighted probabilistic FSMs 4.1
√ √ √
Operations on wp-FSMs 4.3
√ √ √
Failure modelling and cost 4.1&5.4
√ √ √
Cost and probability estimation 5.4
√ √ √
Synthesis Algorithm 1 5.3.1
√ √ √
Synthesis Algorithm 2 5.3.2
√ √ √
Optimal controller synthesis 5.2&5.3.3
√ √ √
Failure recovery and cost optimisation 5.3.3
√ √ √
Computational implementation 6.1
√ √ √
gPROMS simulation 6.3 × × √
Table 7.1: Techniques Demonstrated in the Case Studies
7.2 Case Study I - Solution Dosing Tank
A solution dosing tank system is shown in Figure 7.1. The operational objective is to fill
up the tank to a predefined level for delivery downstream. The tank is filled with two
distinct heating devices to protect crystallisation. The level in the tank is measured by a
three states level indicator which indicates when the tank is empty, at the proper discharge
level or above the discharge level.
The feed material is a concentrated chemical solution for which two alternative
sources exist: S1 is a solution recycled from the downstream process and may become
unavailable (e.g. due to operation problems upstream); and S2 is fresh stock and assumed
to be always available. The feeding is performed through two solenoid valves, V 1 and V 2.
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Valve V2 Valve V1
Mixer M1
Feed S1
Heater H1
Level sensor L
Valve V4 Pump P1
Pipe PV4
Pipe PV1 Pipe PV2
Pipe PP1
Feed S2
Figure 7.1: Solution Dosing Tank
In order to avoid crystallisation on the tank walls of the solids contained in the
solution, the material must be either agitated using mixer M1 -which is occasionally
prone to failure beyond repair- or, alternately, it must be heated up using heater H1. The
valve V 4 and the pump P1 are draining devices and only one should be used at a time.
7.2.1 The Basic Model
The elementary wp-FSM models describing components of the process are shown in Figure
7.2. Costs and probabilities associated with components are shown in Table 7.2. For the
filling operation, the system is initially in a state where all the elementary devices are
operable and inactive, the tank is empty and both sources of raw materials are available.
In all three target states, the drains and feed valves are closed, the level is normal and
either M1 or H1 is working.
The wp-FSM model of Mixer M1 has three probabilistic transitions that represents
the result of reaching state whose content is off with probability 0.99994, failed with
probability 5.8 × 10−5 and on with probability 0.99994. Also represented is the cost of
reaching different states. All other components have two probabilistic transition associated
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Figure 7.2: wp-FSM Model of Dosing Tank Components
with the corresponding occurrence probability and two costs. Mixer M1 has an explicit
failure transition, which is an uncontrollable transition.
Components Transition Operation Operation Failure
Cost1 Probability2 Cost3
Valve V1 open 20.06 0.99918 898.8
close 0.06 0.99918 898.8
Valve V2 open 40.06 0.99957 447.6
close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Heater H1 activate - deactivate 1.6 0.99998 841.5
Mixer M1 activate 0.63 0.99994 1899.3
deactivate 0.63 0.99994 1899.3
malfunction 1899.3 5.8× 10−5 N/A
Valve V4 open - close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Pump P1 activate - deactivate 0.64 0.99906 1609.2
Table 7.2: Solution Dosing Tank: Transitions Costs and Probability
1Calculated in Table 7.4
2Calculated in Table 7.5
3Calculated in Table 7.6
7.2.2 Cost and Probability
It is assumed that the plant is operated for 7200h/year and the cycle time to produce the
product is 10 hours. The chemical solution is consumed at 0.5t/batch and costs $80/t.
The process is producing 4t/batch of a product and the product sells for $240/t. The
capital is to be annualized over a five-year period at a fixed rate of interest of 5%. Costs
and probability were calculated in Table 7.3, Table 7.4, Table 7.5, and Table 7.6.
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Components Annualized equipment Utility cost Maintenance Raw material
capital cost ($/year) ($/year) cost ($/year) cost ($/year)
Valve V1 271 54 6 14000
Valve V2 271 54 6 28800
Heater H1 16622 300 361 N/A
Mixer M1 6553 110 142 N/A
Valve V4 271 54 6 N/A
Pump P1 6904 80 150 N/A
Table 7.3: Components Basic Cost Data
1Annualized capital cost of V1 ( also V2 and V4) = equipment cost ($120) × 0.05(1+0.05)5
(1+0.05)5−1 = $27
2Annualized capital cost of H1 = equipment cost ($7230) × 0.05(1+0.05)5
(1+0.05)5−1 = $1662
3Annualized capital cost of M1 = equipment cost ($2850) × 0.05(1+0.05)5
(1+0.05)5−1 = $655
4Annualized capital cost of P1 = equipment cost ($3000) × 0.05(1+0.05)5
(1+0.05)5−1 = $690
Components Annual operation Number of Transition Operation cost
cost ($/year) operations ($/transition)
Valve V1 14087 720 open 20.061
close 0.062
Valve V2 28887 720 open 40.063
close 0.062
Heater H1 2323 720 activate 1.64
deactivate 1.64
Mixer M1 907 720 activate 0.635
deactivate 0.635
Valve V4 87 720 open 0.062
close 0.062
Pump P1 920 720 activate 0.646
deactivate 0.646
Table 7.4: Components Operation Cost
1The cost of opening V1 = 1
number of opening V 1/ year(720)
× (the raw material cost of feed S1 (14000)) +
1
720
× ( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of V1 ($120× 0.23) + operating cost ($60))) = $20 + $0.06 = $20.06
2The cost of closing V1 = 1
720
× ( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of V1 ($120×0.23) + operating cost ($60)))
= $0.06
3The cost of opening V2 = 1
number of opening V 2/ year(720)
× (the raw material cost of feed S1 (28800)) +
1
720
× ( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of V2 ($120× 0.23) + operating cost ($60))) = $40 + $0.06 = $40.06
4The cost of activating/deactivating H1 = 1
720
×( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of H1 (0.23×$7230 = $1662)
+ power cost ($300) + maintenance cost ($361))) = $1.6
5The cost of activating/deactivating M1 = 1
720
×( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of M1 (0.23×$2850 = $655)
+ power cost ($110) + maintenance cost ($142))) = $0.63
6The cost of activating/deactivating P1 = 1
720
×( 1
2
× (annualized capital cost of P1 (0.23×$3000 = $690)
+ power cost ($80) + maintenance cost ($150))) = $0.64
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Components Mean failure Transition Failure Operation
rate (f/Mh) probability probability
Valve V1 164.2 open 8.2× 10−4 0.999181
close 8.2× 10−4 0.99918
Valve V2 85.4 open 4.3× 10−4 0.999572
close 4.3× 10−4 0.99957
Heater H1 4.6 activate 2.3× 10−5 0.999983
deactivate 2.3× 10−5 0.99998
Mixer M1 11.7 activate 5.8× 10−5 0.999944
deactivate 5.8× 10−5 0.99994
Valve V4 85.4 open 4.3× 10−4 0.999572
close 4.3× 10−4 0.99957
Pump P1 187.8 activate 9.4× 10−4 0.999065
deactivate 9.4× 10−4 0.99906
Table 7.5: Components Operation Probability
1The probability of failing opening/closing V1 during 10 hours of operations: F (V 1) =
1− e− 164.22 ×10−6×10 = 8.2× 10−4, The probability of opening/closing V1 during 10 hours
of operations: P (V 1) = 1− 8.2× 10−4 = 0.99918
2F (V 2) = 1− e− 85.42 ×10−6×10 = 4.3× 10−4, P (V 2) = 1− 4.3× 10−4 = 0.99957
3F (H1) = 1− e− 4.62 ×10−6×10 = 2.3× 10−5, P (H1) = 1− 2.3× 10−5 = 0.99998
4F (M1) = 1− e− 11.72 ×10−6×10 = 5.8× 10−5, P (M1) = 1− 5.8× 10−5 = 0.99994
2F (V 4) = 1− e− 85.42 ×10−6×10 = 4.3× 10−4, P (V 4) = 1− 4.3× 10−4 = 0.99957
5F (P1) = 1− e− 187.82 ×10−6×10 = 9.4× 10−4, P (P1) = 1− 9.4× 10−4 = 0.99906
Components Active repair Loss of Repair cost Total failure
time (hours) production ($) ($) cost ($)
Valve V1 9.3 892.8 6 898.81
Valve V2 4.6 441.6 6 447.6 2
Heater H1 5.0 480 361.5 841.5 3
Mixer M1 18.3 1756.8 142.5 1899.34
Valve V4 4.6 441.6 6 447.6 2
Pump P1 15.2 1459.2 150 1609.25
Table 7.6: Components Failure Cost
1The failure cost of V1: Cf (V 1) = loss of production (9.3× $96 = 892.8) + repair cost
($6) = $898.8
2Cf (V 2) = loss of production (4.6× $96 = 441.6) + repair cost ($6) = $447.6
3Cf (H1) = loss of production (5.0× $96 = 480) + repair cost ($361.5) = $841.5
4Cf (M1) = loss of production (18.3× $96 = 1756.8) + repair cost ($142.5) = $1899.3
5Cf (P1) = loss of production (15.2× $96 = 1459.2) + repair cost ($150) = $1609.2
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7.2.3 Process Specification
For the filling operation, the initial state of each component is: Feed S1 is available, Valve
V1 is closed, Valve V2 is closed, Heater H1 is off, Mixer M1 is off, LevelSensor Lvl1 is low,
Valve V4 is closed, Pump P1 is off and Feed S2 is available.
The main objective of the operation is to fill up the tank to an appropriate level
(normal) with either the heater or the mixer being active and the drains and feed valves
are closed. Thus, the goal states are:
Goal State 1:
Feed S1 is available, Valve V1 is closed, Valve V2 is closed, Heater H1 is on, Mixer M1 is
off, LevelSensor LVl1 is normal, Valve V4 is closed and Pump P1 is off
Goal State 2:
Feed S1 is available, Valve V1 is closed, Valve V2 is closed, Heater H1 is on, Mixer M1 is
failed, LevelSensor LVl1 is normal, Valve V4 is closed and Pump P1 is off
Goal State 3:
Feed S1 is available, Valve V1 is closed, Valve V2 is closed, Heater H1 is off, Mixer M1 is
on, LevelSensor LVl1 is normal, Valve V4 is closed and Pump P1 is off
The non-physical constraints on the behaviour of the process are: (1) The level
cannot increase if there is not any feeding valve open; (2)The level cannot decrease if
there is not any draining device open.
The dynamic operating specifications based on process operation requirements are:
(a) The two feed valves V1, V2 must not be opened simultaneously; (b) The draining valve
V4 and the pump P1 must not be open simultaneously; (c) M1 and H1 must not be used
simultaneously; (d) No feeding to the tank must be done unless M1 or H1 is in operation.
In fact, (a), (b) and (c) specifications are not strictly necessary as the optimisation
algorithm itself determines which feeding valve is to be opened or which draining device
is to be used in order to reach the operation of the controlled process with the minimum
expected cost.
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7.2.4 Optimal Procedural Controllers
In this case, the synthesised controllers need take probability of event occurrence, operation
cost and failure cost of events into consideration in making optimal control decisions. At
each iteration of the algorithms, the minimum expected cost of the controller state is
calculated.
The process is designed so that each device is backed by an “equivalent” one. During
the synthesis of the controller by the solver, it is noted that one of the two components
is preferably chosen according to the optimisation algorithms, while the other one is only
used in the case of emergency.
The relevant closed-loop controlled system behaviours are shown in Figure 7.3 (ini-
tial state in pink, goal state in square box). For the filling operation, the optimal pro-
cedural control sequence is: first activate M1 - the expected cost of which is lower than
H1, then open V1 (cost less than V2), wait until the normal level is reached and then
close V1 leaving M1 in operation. At any state in which M1 become unavailable, then,
H1 will activate so that at least one anti-crystallisation device works. The main statistics
are included in Table 7.7. One can observe that the normal operation path (Path 1) is
the most feasible procedure because it does not include any explicit failure transition. All
other paths have lower expected cost but with a very low feasibility because of the failure
transition.
Path Explicit Failure Execution Expected Cost
Transition Probability ($)
Path 1 0 0.9983 22.32
(state 1-10-9-116-115)
Path 2 1 0.000058 21.63
(state 1-10-9-116-109-34-33)
Path 3 1 0.000058 21.63
(state 1-10-9-108-17-34-33)
Path 4 1 0.000058 0.86
(state 1-10-19-18-17-34-33)
Table 7.7: Expected Cost of Different Sub-sequences
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State 1
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, off, 
low, clsd, off
State 10
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, on, 
low, clsd, off
m1 activate
State 9
avlbl, opn, clsd, off, on, 
low, clsd, off
v1 open
State 19
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
m1 malfunction
State 108
avlbl, opn, clsd, off, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
m1 malfunction
State 116
avlbl, opn, clsd, off, on, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 17
avlbl, opn, clsd, on, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 109
avlbl, opn, clsd, off, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
m1 malfunction
State 115
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, on, 
norml, clsd, off
v1 close
State 18
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 34
avlbl, opn, clsd, on, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 33
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
v1 close
v1 open
State 32
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
h1 activate
h1 activatem1 malfunction
appc
KeyElementary Components 8
s1, v1, v2, h1, m1, 
lvl1, v4, p1
s1 Feed
v1 Valve
v2 Valve
h1 Heater
m1 Mixer
lvl1 LevelSensor
v4 Valve
p1 Pump
Figure 7.3: Optimal Controller for Solution Dosing Tank with Failure
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7.2.5 Numerical Experiments for Case Study I
The purpose of these tests is to examine the correctness of the algorithms for a variety of
parameters. Three classes of cost and probability parameters were used in the tests and
they are summarised as in Table 7.8 - 7.10. Differences between each of these tables and
the base case in Table 7.2 are highlighted in bold. In Table 7.8, the failure cost of Mixer
M1 is significantly higher. The operation cost of V1 and the failure cost of Mixer M1 in
Table 7.9 are higher than their values in Table 7.2. The only difference between Table
7.10 and Table 7.2 is the operation cost of V1.
Components Transition Operation Operation Failure
Cost Probability Cost
Valve V1 open 20.06 0.99918 898.8
close 0.06 0.99918 898.8
Valve V2 open 40.06 0.99957 447.6
close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Heater H1 activate - deactivate 1.6 0.99998 841.5
Mixer M1 activate 0.63 0.99994 11634
deactivate 0.63 0.99994 11634
malfunction 11634 5.8× 10−5 N/A
Valve V4 open - close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Pump P1 activate - deactivate 0.64 0.99906 1609.2
Table 7.8: Solution Dosing Tank 2: Transitions Costs and Probability
Components Transition Operation Operation Failure
Cost Probability Cost
Valve V1 open 40 0.99918 898.8
close 0.06 0.99918 898.8
Valve V2 open 40.06 0.99957 447.6
close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Heater H1 activate - deactivate 1.6 0.99998 841.5
Mixer M1 activate 0.63 0.99994 11634
deactivate 0.63 0.99994 11634
malfunction 11634 5.8× 10−5 N/A
Valve V4 open - close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Pump P1 activate - deactivate 0.64 0.99906 1609.2
Table 7.9: Solution Dosing Tank 3: Transitions Costs and Probability
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Components Transition Operation Operation Failure
Cost Probability Cost
Valve V1 open 40 0.99918 898.8
close 0.06 0.99918 898.8
Valve V2 open 40.06 0.99957 447.6
close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Heater H1 activate - deactivate 1.6 0.99998 841.5
Mixer M1 activate 0.63 0.99994 1899.3
deactivate 0.63 0.99994 1899.3
malfunction 1899.3 5.8× 10−5 N/A
Valve V4 open - close 0.06 0.99957 447.6
Pump P1 activate - deactivate 0.64 0.99906 1609.2
Table 7.10: Solution Dosing Tank 4: Transitions Costs and Probability
The results of each experiment show the solver successfully synthesised an optimal
procedural controller for each stochastic DES. Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were solved
and the closed loop behaviour shown in Figure 7.4 were obtained in both cases, respectively
with the expected cost of $23.2 and $42.1. Due to the lower expected cost of operating
H1 in both experiments, there was no incentive for using M1.
The optimal procedural control sequence of Solution Dosing Tank 2 is as follows:
First activate H1 (with expected cost lower than M1), then open V1 (cost less than V2),
wait until the normal level is reached and then close V1 leaving H1 in operation. The
optimal control sequence of Solution Dosing Tank 3 is: First activate H1 (with expected
cost lower than M1), then open V2 (cost less than V1), wait until the normal level is
reached and then close V2 leaving H1 in operation.
In Solution Dosing Tank 4, as one can observe, the closed loop behaviour in Figure
7.5 is more complex. Now using M1 becomes worthwhile (despite the failure possibility
as its cost is much less) and V2 was chosen due to the lower expected operating cost than
V1. Emergency procedures were also synthesised to account for the probability of failures
of M1.
The optimal control sequence of Solution Dosing Tank 4 is: First activate M1 (with
expected cost lower than H1), then open V2 (cost less than V1), wait until the normal
level is reached and then close V2 leaving M1 in operation. At any state in which M1
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become unavailable, then, H1 will be activated so that at least one anti-crystallisation
device works.
State 1
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, off, 
low, clsd, off
State 2
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, off, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 3
avlbl, opn, clsd, on, off, 
low, clsd, off
v1 open
State 122
avlbl, opn, clsd, on, off, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 121
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, off, 
norml, clsd, off
v1 close
appc
KeyElementary Components 8
s1, v1, v2, h1, m1, 
lvl1, v4, p1
s1 Feed
v1 Valve
v2 Valve
h1 Heater
m1 Mixer
lvl1 LevelSensor
v4 Valve
p1 Pump
State 1
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, off, 
low, clsd, off
State 2
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, off, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 5
avlbl, clsd, opn, on, off, 
low, clsd, off
v2 open
State 124
avlbl, clsd, opn, on, off, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 121
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, off, 
norml, clsd, off
v2 close
appc
KeyElementary Components 8
s1, v1, v2, h1, m1, 
lvl1, v4, p1
s1 Feed
v1 Valve
v2 Valve
h1 Heater
m1 Mixer
lvl1 LevelSensor
v4 Valve
p1 Pump
Solution Dosing Tank 2 Solution Dosing Tank 3
Figure 7.4: Optimal Controllers for Solution Dosing Tank 2 and 3
7.2.6 Summary of Case Study I
This case study demonstrates that when two or more pieces of equipments are available
that can perform the same task, the optimal procedural controller will choose the one with
total lower expected cost (considering overall probabilities of events occurrence, operation
costs and failure costs). This applies to the normal operation as well as the procedure to
cope with failures.
The designed controller can respond to failures by modelling the critical failure as a
pre-defined explicit failure transition (Malfunction of Mixer M1) and recovers the process
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State 1
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, off, 
low, clsd, off
State 10
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, on, 
low, clsd, off
m1 activate
State 7
avlbl, clsd, opn, off, on, 
low, clsd, off
v2 open
State 19
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
m1 malfunction
State 110
avlbl, clsd, opn, off, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
m1 malfunction
State 118
avlbl, clsd, opn, off, on, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 15
avlbl, clsd, opn, on, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 37
avlbl, clsd, opn, off, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRisem1 malfunction
State 115
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, on, 
norml, clsd, off
v2 close
State 18
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, brkn, 
low, clsd, off
h1 activate
State 36
avlbl, clsd, opn, on, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
lvl1 LowRise
State 33
avlbl, clsd, clsd, on, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
v2 close
v2 open
State 32
avlbl, clsd, clsd, off, brkn, 
norml, clsd, off
h1 activate
h1 activatem1 malfunction
appc
KeyElementary Components 8
s1, v1, v2, h1, m1, 
lvl1, v4, p1
s1 Feed
v1 Valve
v2 Valve
h1 Heater
m1 Mixer
lvl1 LevelSensor
v4 Valve
p1 Pump
Figure 7.5: Optimal Controllers for Solution Dosing Tank 4
by operating a back-up device (Heater H1). At any state in which M1 become unavailable,
then, H1 will be activated so that at least one anti-crystallisation component works.
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On the practical side, the case study demonstrated the computational efficiency
of algorithms and their implementations, and the processing capabilities of the program,
which can quickly synthesise and translate the controller. The asynchronus product con-
tains 2304 states and the solver synthesised the controller in about 10 seconds (see Table
7.17 in section 7.5).
7.3 Case Study II - Batch Pilot Plant
7.3.1 Overview of the Batch Pilot Plant
The Batch Pilot Plant (shown in Figure 7.6) is a multipurpose flexible manufacturing
facility in the department of Chemical Engineering of Imperial College. This highly in-
strumented plant is representative of a small food processing, pharmaceutical or fine chem-
icals plant. Being a batch processing plant, the plant has a large number of sequential
operations.
The computer controlled plant is centred about a multipurpose batch reactor (tank
T3) with two 100L feed preparation vessels (tanks T1 and T2), two 100L product storage
vessels (tanks T4 and T5) and three plate heat exchangers. Both batch size and flow rates
can be controlled. The reactor sits on a load cell and is equipped with a stirrer, a pH
meter and a viscometer. It can be heated by direct injection of steam through a sparger.
The jacket can use steam or cooling water to control the temperature of the reactor. Two
feed preparation tanks and two product tanks with continuous level sensors and removable
lids complement the reactor.
In addition to the main process equipment, a Cleaning-In-Place (CIP) system en-
ables sections of the plant to be individually cleaned with a hot caustic detergent solution
from the detergent station (tank T7). All these items are linked by an elaborate and
automatically configured piping network including 49 single and double seat valves and
8 pumps. Transfers may be carried out simultaneously except where they share common
pipework. Most of the 49 automated on/off valves have two feedback position sensors.
From the controller point of view, the batch pilot plant approximately comprises
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Figure 7.6: The Batch Pilot Plant
85 output components (e.g valves, pumps, control loops) and 45 input components (e.g.
sensors, switches). If each component has two discrete states, the total number of states
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of the batch pilot plant is of the order 1036. Decomposition techniques in [5] are used for
handling the full plant model.
An industrial control system, consisting of the ACCOS 300, ACCOS 30 and AC-
COS 2S (supplied by APV Baker), is used to perform on-line control and management
functions. Procedures are written in the proprietary sequential control language PARA-
CODE, compiled and implemented in the ACCOS 30. ACCOS 30 is a general process
control system based on the Motorola 68010 microprocessor and VME bus. It communi-
cates with the plant via digital and analogue I/O cards. The system is also networked to
the ACCOS 300 Unix based computer and two PCs for supervisory monitoring, display
and managerial functions. The PCs act as operator terminals for sequence initiation and
general plant monitoring and are also used to compile and download the PARACODE
sequences to the ACCOS 30.
A number of application programs can run on a network of Sun Workstations and
communicate with the control system through an Ethernet connection. The application
gPROMS for dynamic modelling and simulation was used in this case study to test the
correctness of the optimal procedural control code.
7.3.2 Clean-In-Place of Tank
The plant’s Clean-In-Place (CIP) system (shown in Figure 7.7) is the process of auto-
matically cleaning equipments and associated pipework. CIP plays an important role in
the food processing industry to ensure the hygiene and product quality. It is one of the
most complex procedures of this plant, and a suitable case to demonstrate the theoretical
and practical developments of this thesis. In this example, a feed preparation tank (T1)
and its associated pipework are to be cleaned. An additional pump P66 is designed as a
backup of pump P6.
The CIP procedure for cleaning vessel T1 is decomposed into four operations as:
• Water Pre-rinse. A pre-rinse of T1, intermittently flushing T1 with fresh water for
10 minutes to remove any residue which may remain in T1. Water is discharged
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       P66 
Figure 7.7: PID of CIP and Tank T1
from T1 to the drain.
• Detergent Service. Preparation of hot caustic cleaning solution in the CIP tank with
desired properties (batch size, temperature and conductivity). The detergent is a
solution of NaOH in water at the conductivity of 300.0 ms. The operation can be
described as a series of four phases: filling water, dosing with detergent, heating and
rinsing surrounding pipe work. The CIP Tank is filled with fresh water. The dosing
phase requires fluid to be recirculated, so that the conductivity sensor in the piping
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can register any change. Heating also requires the recirculation of fluid through heat
exchanger HE3. Finally, to ensure no detergent residue is left in the surrounding
pipes, they are flushed with fresh water that is sent to the drain.
• Detergent Rinse. Cleaning of T1 and associated equipment using a high pressure
spray of detergent solution for 10 minutes.
• Water Post-rinse. A post rinse for 10 minutes which dissolves residual detergent
and renders T1 suitable for hygienic processing.
The first and final cleaning phase utilises the same process route (from soft water
supply, through the vessel and out to drain). Before the detergent rinse phase is started,
both temperature and concentration of the detergent in the CIP tank are checked.
Table 7.11 lists all component types and instances used in the CIP-T1 procedure.
The operation is centred about CIP tank T7, which is equipped with a high level switch
(IS1-1), a low level switch (IS1-2), temperature probe (IT1-17) and a conductivity switch
(IS1-3). The heat exchanger (HE3) has a PI controller (IC1-8) which controls the outlet
temperature (IT1-16) by adjustments of the steam rate.
The initial state of each valve is closed, with the exception of valves AV1-22 and
AV1-16 which are normally open. A positive displacement pump (P10) doses the tank
with concentrated caustic solution. Pumps P10, P6 and P66 are fixed speed pumps. Tank
T1 is equipped with a continuous level sensor (IT1-1) and a proximity switch (PS1-1)
which detects the position of the tank lid.
The Basic Model
The components in Figure 7.7 are modelled by the elementary wp-FSMs in Figure 7.8.
Costs and probability associated with components in this example are summarised as
in Table 7.12. The wp-FSM model of pump P6 has three probabilistic transitions that
represents the result of reaching state off with probability 0.99488, failed with probability
5.12×10−3 and on with probability 0.99488. Also, it represents the cost results of reaching
different states as in Table 7.12.
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Component Type Instances Location
Valve AV1-4 steam shutoff HE3
AV1-10 Soft water to CIP T7
AV1-14 CIP T7 outlet valve
AV1-15 CIP outlet valve
AV1-16 CIP Recirc/return N/O
AV1-20 CIP return from T3
AV1-22 CIP return drain N/O
AV1-24 CIP return T4/5
AV1-25 Return to CIP T7
AV1-40 T1/2 to T3 stop valve
AV1-41 out valve T1
AV1-42 out valve T2
AV1-47 T4 routing valve
ABV1-3 CIP line
DDV1-1 T3 routing valve
DDV1-3 T3 routing valve
DDV1-6 T3 routing valve
DDV1-8 T3 routing valve
SSV1-1 CIP valve T4
SSV1-2 CIP valve T3
SSV1-3 CIP valve T1
SSV1-4 CIP valve T2
SSV1-5 CIP valve T5
Pump P1 T1 outlet pump
P2 T2 outlet pump
P6 CIP delivery
P66 Back-up of P6
P10 Dosing CIP
Level Sensor IT1-1 T1 level
Temperature Sensor IT1-17 CIP temperature
Level Switch IS1-1 CIP high level
IS1-2 CIP low level
Conductivity Switch IS1-3 outlet CIP concentration
Proximity Switch PS1-1 position switch T1 lid
PI Controller IC1-1
IC1-8
Timer T10
Table 7.11: Summary of Equipments in CIP-T1
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There are other components (e.g. Timer, Procedure and Flags) that are not physi-
cally present on the batch pilot plant but are used in the case study. Like the elementary
component, each procedural controller itself can be modelled as a FSM. The Procedure
FSM model of the procedural controller in Figure 7.8 describes the state of the control
procedure (i.e. idle, running etc) and transitions between them. This allows implemen-
tation of higher level procedural controllers using series decomposition techniques [5] and
hierarchical theory [33] to perform hierarchical control. Flags are useful to communicate
between the controllers. For example, if a transition in a controller starts another con-
troller, we must add a flag to start the other controller. All other components have two
probabilistic transitions with associated probability and costs. Pump P6 has an explicit
failure transition, which is an uncontrollable transition.
Open 
Closed 
 On 
   Off 
 On 
   Off 
Failed 
High 
Low 
Normal 
   Valve     Heater     Pump  Level Sensor  
High 
Low 
Normal 
Temperature 
Sensor 
 Uncovered 
   Covered 
 Level Switch  
High 
   Low 
Conductivity 
Switch 
Disabled 
Enabled 
PI 
Controller 
Idle 
Running 
Expired 
Held 
Start 
Stop Reset 
Expiring 
Release 
Held 
Timer 
Idle 
Running 
Complete 
Stop Reset 
Completing 
Start 
Procedure 
    Closed 
     Open 
Proximity Switch  
     Clear 
       Set 
Flags 
       Set 
     Clear 
Figure 7.8: wp-FSM Model of Batch Pilot Plant Elementary Components
Costs and Probabilities
We consider the plant is producing a single product with a production cycle of delivering
950Kg of dextrins in 1420 minutes. The entire plant is assumed to be initially clean and
idle, and it is required that all equipment units and related transfer routes used must be
cleaned by the end of production.
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Components Transition Operation Operation Failure
Cost Probability Cost
Valve AV1-4 open 1.21 0.99938 55.5
close 0.18 0.99938 55.5
AV1-10 open 0.12 0.99922 86
close 0.08 0.99922 86
AV1-14, AV1-22, AV1-25 open 0.09 0.99922 86
close 0.09 0.99922 86
AV1-15, AV1-16, AV1-20 open 0.12 0.99922 86
AV1-24, AV1-41 close 0.12 0.99922 86
AV1-42, AV1-47
AV1-40 open 0.14 0.99922 86
close 0.14 0.99922 86
SSV1-1, SSV1-2, SSV1-3 open 0.15 0.99898 84.7
SSV1-4, SSV1-5 close 0.15 0.99898 84.7
DDV1-1, DDV1-3 open 0.17 0.99803 164
DDV1-6, DDV1-8 close 0.17 0.99803 164
Pump P6 on 0.7 0.99488 436.7
off 0.7 0.99488 436.7
fail 436.7 5.12× 10−3 N/A
Pump P66 on 1.04 0.99611 525
off 1.04 0.99611 525
fail 525 3.88× 10−3 N/A
Table 7.12: CIP-T1 Operation: Costs and Probabilities
It is assumed the plant is operated for 7200h/year. The capital is to be annualized
over a five-year period at a fixed rate of interest of 5%. Costs and probability were
calculated in Table 7.13, Table 7.14, Table 7.15, and Table 7.16.
7.3.3 Optimal Procedural Controllers
Detergent Service Operation. The Detergent Service Operation controller supervises
the preparation of hot caustic solution in the CIP tank with desired properties (e.g. batch
size, temperature and concentration). The unit operation can be described as four phases:
filling the tank (CIP-Fill), dosing with detergent (CIP-Dose), heating (CIP-Heat) and
rinsing (CIP-Rinse) the pipework.
At the beginning, each elementary component is in its initial state. Water is to be
recycled around T7 by operating pump P6. Steam is admitted to HE3 and IC1-8 is to
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Components Annualized Utility cost Maintenance Raw material
capital cost ($/year) ($/year) cost ($/year) cost ($/year)
Valve AV1-4 48.3 50 10.5 310(steam)
Valve AV1-10 27 110 6 35(water)
AV1-14, AV1-22, AV1-25 27 75 6 N/A
AV1-15, AV1-16 27 40 6 N/A
AV1-20, AV1-24
AV1-40 30 45 7 N/A
AV1-41, AV1-42, AV1-47 27 40 6 N/A
SSV1-1, SSV1-2, SSV1-3 35 50 8 N/A
SSV1-4, SSV1-5
DDV1-1, DDV1-3 40 50 9 N/A
DDV1-6, DDV1-8
Pump P6 1219 600 265 N/A
Pump P66 1817 900 395 N/A
Table 7.13: CIP Components Basic Cost Data
Components Annual operation Number of Transition Operation cost
cost ($/year) operation ($/transition)
Valve AV1-4 418.8 300 open 1.21
close 0.18
AV1-10 178 900 open 0.12
close 0.08
AV1-14, AV1-22, AV1-25 108 600 open 0.09
close 0.09
AV1-15, AV1-16, AV1-20 73 300 open 0.12
AV1-24, AV1-41 close 0.12
AV1-42, AV1-47
AV1-40 82 300 open 0.14
close 0.14
SSV1-1, SSV1-2, SSV1-3 93 300 open 0.15
SSV1-4, SSV1-5 close 0.15
DDV1-1, DDV1-3 99 300 open 0.17
DDV1-6, DDV1-8 close 0.17
Pump P6 2084 1500 on 0.7
off 0.7
Pump P66 3112 1500 on 1.04
off 1.04
Table 7.14: CIP Components Operation Cost
control the outlet temperature. The content of T7 is heated to a temperature of 75C.
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Components Mean failure Transition Failure Operation
rate (f/Mh) probability probability
Valve AV1-4 51.9 open 6.23× 10−4 0.99938
close 6.23× 10−4 0.99938
AV1-10, AV1-15, AV1-16 64.7 open 7.76× 10−4 0.99922
AV1-14, AV1-22, AV1-25 close 7.76× 10−4 0.99922
AV1-20, AV1-24, AV1-41
AV1-40, AV1-42, AV1-47
SSV1-1, SSV1-2, SSV1-3 85.4 open 1.02× 10−3 0.99898
SSV1-4, SSV1-5 close 1.02× 10−3 0.99898
DDV1-1, DDV1-3 164.2 open 1.97× 10−3 0.99803
DDV1-6, DDV1-8 close 1.97× 10−3 0.99803
Pump P6 428.01 on 5.12× 10−3 0.99488
off 5.12× 10−3 0.99488
Pump P66 324.11 on 3.88× 10−3 0.99611
off 3.88× 10−3 0.99611
Table 7.15: CIP Components Operation Probability
Components Active repair Loss of Repair cost Total failure
time (hours) production ($) ($) cost ($)
Valve AV1-4 2.7 45 10.5 55.5
AV1-10, AV1-15, AV1-16 4.8 80 6 86
AV1-14, AV1-22, AV1-25
AV1-20, AV1-24, AV1-41
AV1-40, AV1-42, AV1-47
SSV1-1, SSV1-2, SSV1-3 4.6 76.7 8 84.7
SSV1-4, SSV1-5
DDV1-1, DDV1-3 9.3 155 9 164
DDV1-6, DDV1-8
Pump P6 10.3 171.7 265 436.7
Pump P66 7.8 130 395 525
Table 7.16: CIP Components Failure Cost
CIP-Fill. The CIP-Fill phase fills the CIP tank with fresh water until the high
level switch (IS1-1) is covered. It involves 7 components ( Level Switch IS1-1, AV1-10,
AV1-25, IS1-2, AV1-22, Pump P6, Pump P66). The optimal controller for CIP-Fill are
synthesised taking probabilities of event occurrence, operation costs and failure costs into
consideration. The closed-loop system behaviour (under the optimal control) is shown in
Figure 7.9. The procedure is: first close AV1-22, open AV1-25 and AV1-10, and start
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P6 - with expected cost lower than P66, in order, then wait until the high level switch is
covered. Then stop P6, close AV1-10, close AV1-25, and open AV1-22. At state 19 and
state 12 in which P6 become unavailable, P66 will be activated so that at least one pump
works.
CIP-Dose. Dosing the CIP tank with caustic solution is executed by CIP-Dose
phase, which involves 7 component instances (Conductivity Sensor, Procedure CIPDose,
Pump P6, Pump P66, Valve AV1-22,AV1-14, AV1-25). The closed-loop system behaviour
is shown in Figure 7.10. The procedure is: first close AV1-22, open AV1-25 and AV1-14,
and start P6 - with expected cost lower than P66, in order, then start CIPDose procedure
and wait until the conductivity sensor is covered and CIPDose procedure is completed.
Then stop P6, close AV1-14, close AV1-25, open AV1-22 and reset CIPDose. At state 6
in which P6 become unavailable, P66 will be activated so that at least one pump works.
CIP-Heat. CIP-Heat phase heats the contents of the CIP tank to 60 degrees
Celsius by recirculating water through HE1. The closed-loop system behaviour is shown
in Figure 7.11. It affects 8 components (Valve AV1-22, Pump P6, Temperature Controller
IC1-8, Temperature Sensor IT1-17, Valves AV1-14, AV1-25, AV1-4, Pump P66). The
procedure is: first close AV1-22, open AV1-25 and AV1-14, start P6 and open AV1-4, in
order, then start Ic1-8 and wait until IT1-17 is covered (temperature is reached). Then
disable Ic1-8, close AV1-4, stop P6 and close AV1-14, open AV1-22 and close AV1-25. At
state 7 in which P6 become unavailable, P66 will be activated.
CIP-Rinse. This operation flushed the piping around the CIP tank once the
caustic solution is prepared. Fresh water is pumped by P6 through HE1 and AV1-22 to
the drain for 10 minutes. It involves 6 components (Pump P6 and P66, Timer T1, Valves
AV1-10, AV1-25, AV1-22). The closed-loop system behaviour is shown in Figure 7.12.
The procedure is: first open AV1-10, start P6 and start T1, wait until Timer is expired,
then stop P6 and close AV1-10. At state 5 in which P6 become unavailable, the back-up
P66 will be activated.
The overall Detergent Service controller consists of executing these procedures in
series. The closed-loop system behaviour is shown in Figure 7.13.
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State 1
Uncvrd, Clsd, Clsd, Uncvrd, Opn, 
Idl, Idl
State 2
Uncvrd, Clsd, Clsd, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Close
State 3
Uncvrd, Clsd, Opn, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Open
State 4
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Open
State 5
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Actv, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Start
State 6
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Actv, Idl
IS1-2 Cover
State 19
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfunction
State 7
Covrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Actv, Idl
IS1-1 Cover
State 12
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfunction
State 20
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Uncvrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 8
Covrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Stop
State 13
Uncvrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 9
Covrd, Clsd, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
State 10
Covrd, Clsd, Clsd, Covrd, Clsd, 
Idl, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
State 11
Covrd, Clsd, Clsd, Covrd, Opn, 
Idl, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
State 14
Covrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Actv
IS1-1 Cover
State 15
Covrd, Opn, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P66 Stop
State 16
Covrd, Clsd, Opn, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
State 17
Covrd, Clsd, Clsd, Covrd, Clsd, 
Brkn, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
State 18
Covrd, Clsd, Clsd, Covrd, Opn, 
Brkn, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
IS1-2 Cover
CIPFillPhase
KeyElementary Components 7
IS1-1, Valve_AV1-10, Valve_AV1-25, IS1-2, InvValve_AV1-22, 
SISO-Pump_P6, SISO-Pump_P66
IS1-1 Level-Switch
Valve_AV1-10 Valve
Valve_AV1-25 Valve
IS1-2 InvLevel-Switch
InvValve_AV1-22 InvValve
SISO-Pump_P6 SISO-Pump
SISO-Pump_P66 SISO-Pump
Figure 7.9: Stochastic CIP-Fill Phase Optimal Controller
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State 1
Low, Idl, Idl, Opn, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
State 2
Low, Idl, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Close
State 3
Low, Idl, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Open
State 4
Low, Idl, Idl, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Open
State 5
Low, Idl, Actv, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Start
State 6
Low, Runnng, Actv, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
CIPDose Start
State 7
Oky, Runnng, Actv, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
CS LowRise
State 139
Low, Runnng, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfuncion
State 8
Oky, Complt, Actv, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
CIPDose Expiring
State 140
Low, Runnng, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 9
Oky, Complt, Idl, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Stop
State 10
Oky, Complt, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Close
State 11
Oky, Complt, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
State 12
Oky, Complt, Idl, Opn, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
State 13
Oky, Idl, Idl, Opn, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
CIPDose Reset
State 141
Oky, Runnng, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Actv
CS LowRise
State 142
Oky, Complt, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Actv
CIPDose Expiring
State 143
Oky, Complt, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P66 Stop
State 144
Oky, Complt, Brkn, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Close
State 145
Oky, Complt, Brkn, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
State 146
Oky, Complt, Brkn, Opn, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
State 147
Oky, Idl, Brkn, Opn, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
CIPDose Reset
CIPConcPhase
KeyElementary Components 7
CS, CIPDose, SISO-Pump_P6, InvValve_AV1-22, Valve_AV1-14, 
Valve_AV1-25, SISO-Pump_P66
CS Conc-Sensor
CIPDose Procedure
SISO-Pump_P6 SISO-Pump
InvValve_AV1-22 InvValve
Valve_AV1-14 Valve
Valve_AV1-25 Valve
SISO-Pump_P66 SISO-Pump
Figure 7.10: Stochastic CIP-Dose Phase Optimal Controller
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State 1
Opn, Idl, Disbld, Low, Clsd, 
Clsd, Clsd, Idl
State 2
Clsd, Idl, Disbld, Low, Clsd, 
Clsd, Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Close
State 3
Clsd, Idl, Disbld, Low, Clsd, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Open
State 4
Clsd, Idl, Disbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Open
State 5
Clsd, Actv, Disbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Start
State 6
Clsd, Actv, Disbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-4 Open
State 7
Clsd, Actv, Enbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Idl
IC1-8 Enable
State 8
Clsd, Brkn, Enbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfunction
State 17
Clsd, Actv, Enbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Idl
IT1-17 LowRise
State 9
Clsd, Brkn, Enbld, Low, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 18
Clsd, Actv, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Idl
IC1-8 Disable
State 10
Clsd, Brkn, Enbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Actv
IT1-17 LowRise
State 11
Clsd, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Opn, Actv
IC1-8 Disable
State 12
Clsd, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Actv
Valve_AV1-4 Close
State 13
Clsd, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
SISO-Pump_P66 Stop
State 14
Clsd, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Close
State 15
Opn, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
State 16
Opn, Brkn, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Clsd, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
State 19
Clsd, Actv, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-4 Close
State 20
Clsd, Idl, Disbld, Oky, Opn, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Stop
State 21
Clsd, Idl, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-14 Close
State 22
Opn, Idl, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Opn, Clsd, Idl
InvValve_AV1-22 Open
State 23
Opn, Idl, Disbld, Oky, Clsd, 
Clsd, Clsd, Idl
Valve_AV1-25 Close
CIPHeatPhase
KeyElementary Components 8
InvValve_AV1-22, SISO-Pump_P6, IC1-8, IT1-17, Valve_AV1-14, 
Valve_AV1-25, Valve_AV1-4, SISO-Pump_P66
InvValve_AV1-22 InvValve
SISO-Pump_P6 SISO-Pump
IC1-8 Temp-Control
IT1-17 Temp-Sensor
Valve_AV1-14 Valve
Valve_AV1-25 Valve
Valve_AV1-4 Valve
SISO-Pump_P66 SISO-Pump
Figure 7.11: Stochastic CIP-Heat Phase Optimal Controller
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State 1
Idl, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
State 2
Idl, Idl, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Open
State 3
Actv, Idl, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Start
State 4
Actv, Runnng, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
T1 Start
State 5
Brkn, Runnng, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfunction
State 10
Actv, Exprd, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
T1 Expire
State 6
Brkn, Runnng, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 11
Idl, Exprd, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Stop
State 7
Brkn, Exprd, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Actv
T1 Expire
State 8
Brkn, Exprd, Opn, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
SISO-Pump_P66 Stop
State 9
Brkn, Exprd, Clsd, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
State 12
Idl, Exprd, Clsd, Clsd, Opn, 
Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
CIPRinsingpipesPhase
KeyElementary Components 6
SISO-Pump_P6, T1, Valve_AV1-10, Valve_AV1-25, InvValve_AV1-22, 
SISO-Pump_P66
SISO-Pump_P6 SISO-Pump
T1 Timer
Valve_AV1-10 Valve
Valve_AV1-25 Valve
InvValve_AV1-22 InvValve
SISO-Pump_P66 SISO-Pump
Figure 7.12: Stochastic CIP-Rinse Phase Optimal Controller
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State 1
Idl, Idl, Idl, Idl
State 2
Runnng, Idl, Idl, Idl
CIP-Fill Start
State 3
Complt, Idl, Idl, Idl
CIP-Fill Expiring
State 4
Complt, Runnng, Idl, Idl
CIP-Dose Start
State 5
Complt, Complt, Idl, Idl
CIP-Dose Expiring
State 6
Complt, Complt, Runnng, Idl
CIPHeat Start
State 7
Complt, Complt, Complt, Idl
CIPHeat Expiring
State 8
Complt, Complt, Complt, Runnng
CIPRinsingpipes Start
State 9
Complt, Complt, Complt, Complt
CIPRinsingpipes Expiring
State 10
Complt, Complt, Idl, Complt
CIPHeat Reset
State 11
Idl, Complt, Idl, Complt
CIP-Fill Reset
State 12
Idl, Idl, Idl, Complt
CIP-Dose Reset
State 13
Idl, Idl, Idl, Idl
CIPRinsingpipes Reset
DetergentService
KeyElementary Components 4
CIP-Fill, CIP-Dose, CIPHeat, CIPRinsingpipes
CIP-Fill Procedure
CIP-Dose Procedure
CIPHeat Procedure
CIPRinsingpipes Procedure
Figure 7.13: Detergent Service Controller
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Water Pre-rinse Operation. This controller, which flushes T1 with fresh water
for 10 minutes, is decomposed into two main phases: the filling phase (Water-Fill) and
the drain phase (Water-Drain). T1 is rinsed by water at high pressure from pump P6,
and the level is to be kept between 6 and 20L. The feed of water is to cease immediately
if the lid of T1 is opened at any time. Water is continuously drained from T1 by pump
P1, which operates when the level in T1 exceeds 3L and stops below 1.5L.
Water-Fill. This phase contains 7 components (IT1-1, PS1-1, P6, AV1-10, AV1-
15, SSV1-3, P66) making a overall model size of 27 states. The closed-loop system be-
haviours are shown on Figure 7.14. P6 was operated by the controller with expected cost
lower than P66. The procedure is: open SSV1-3, AV1-15, then open AV1-10 and start
pump P6 in order, and wait until level sensor IT1-1 reads 20% full, then stop P6 and close
AV1-10, AV1-15 and SSV1-3. At the state in which P6 become unavailable, the back-up
P66 will be started to keep filling the tank.
Water-Drain. Water-Drain controls the operation of the drainage of T1. It in-
volves 4 components (IT1-1, AV1-40, AV1-47, DDV1-8) and the closed-loop system be-
haviours are shown on Figure 7.15. It opens AV1-40, AV1-47 and DDV1-8, wait until the
level below 1.5L, then close DDV1-8, AV1-47 and AV1-40.
The overall Water Pre-rinse controller firstly executes the Detergent Service con-
troller and then starts the Water-Fill controller and the Water-Drain controller in series.
The closed-loop system behaviour is shown in Figure 7.16.
As the detergent rinse operation is the same as the water rinse operation, which
flushes T1 with the caustic solution, the procedural controller chart will not be shown.
The difference is the valve: the valve AV1-10 is closed while the valve AV1-14 is opened in
the detergent fill operation and the valve AV1-22 is closed while the valve AV1-25 is open
in the detergent drain operation.
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State 1
Low, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
State 2
Low, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_SSV1-3 Open
State 3
Low, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-15 Open
State 4
Low, Enrgsd, Idl, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Open
State 5
Low, Enrgsd, Actv, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Start
State 6
Oky, Enrgsd, Actv, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
IT1-1 LowRise
State 11
Low, Enrgsd, Brkn, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Malfunction
State 7
Oky, Enrgsd, Idl, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P6 Stop
State 12
Low, Enrgsd, Brkn, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Actv
SISO-Pump_P66 Start
State 8
Oky, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
State 9
Oky, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-15 Close
State 10
Oky, Enrgsd, Idl, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
Valve_SSV1-3 Close
State 13
Oky, Enrgsd, Brkn, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Actv
IT1-1 LowRise
State 14
Oky, Enrgsd, Brkn, Opn, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
SISO-Pump_P66 Stop
State 15
Oky, Enrgsd, Brkn, Clsd, Opn, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-10 Close
State 16
Oky, Enrgsd, Brkn, Clsd, Clsd, 
Opn, Idl
Valve_AV1-15 Close
State 17
Oky, Enrgsd, Brkn, Clsd, Clsd, 
Clsd, Idl
Valve_SSV1-3 Close
FillTank1WaterPhase
KeyElementary Components 7
IT1-1, PS1-1, SISO-Pump_P6, Valve_AV1-10, Valve_AV1-15, 
Valve_SSV1-3, SISO-Pump_P66
IT1-1 Level-Sensor
PS1-1 Proximity-Switch
SISO-Pump_P6 SISO-Pump
Valve_AV1-10 Valve
Valve_AV1-15 Valve
Valve_SSV1-3 Valve
SISO-Pump_P66 SISO-Pump
Figure 7.14: Stochastic Water-Fill Phase Optimal Controller
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State 1
Oky, Clsd, Crssd, Clsd
State 2
Oky, Opn, Crssd, Clsd
Valve_AV1-40 Open
State 3
Oky, Opn, Crssd, Opn
Valve_AV1-47 Open
State 4
Oky, Opn, Uncrssd, Opn
DSValve_DDV1-8 Uncross
State 5
Low, Opn, Uncrssd, Opn
IT1-1 OkayFall
State 6
Low, Opn, Crssd, Opn
DSValve_DDV1-8 Cross
State 7
Low, Opn, Crssd, Clsd
Valve_AV1-47 Close
State 8
Low, Clsd, Crssd, Clsd
Valve_AV1-40 Close
DrainTank1WaterPhase
KeyElementary Components 4
IT1-1, Valve_AV1-40, DSValve_DDV1-8, Valve_AV1-47
IT1-1 Level-Sensor
Valve_AV1-40 Valve
DSValve_DDV1-8 DSValve
Valve_AV1-47 Valve
Figure 7.15: Stochastic Water-Drain Phase Controller
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State 1
Idl, Idl, Idl
State 2
Runnng, Idl, Idl
DetergentService Start
State 3
Complt, Idl, Idl
DetergentService Expiring
State 4
Complt, Runnng, Idl
Water-Fill Start
State 5
Complt, Runnng, Runnng
Water-Drain Start
State 6
Complt, Complt, Runnng
Water-Fill Expiring
State 11
Complt, Runnng, Complt
Water-Drain Expiring
State 7
Complt, Complt, Complt
Water-Drain Expiring Water-Fill Expiring
State 8
Idl, Complt, Complt
DetergentService Reset
State 9
Idl, Idl, Complt
Water-Fill Reset
State 10
Idl, Idl, Idl
Water-Drain Reset
WaterPrerinse
KeyElementary Components 3
DetergentService, Water-Fill, Water-Drain
DetergentService Procedure
Water-Fill Procedure
Water-Drain Procedure
Figure 7.16: Water Pre-rinse Controller
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7.4 Simulation in gPROMS
This section presents the simulation of the CIP process of Batch Pilot Plant controlled
by the optimal procedural controllers synthesised in the previous section. The gPROMS
files of all controllers generated from PCT Toolbox were inserted into the batch pilot plant
gPROMS model (adapted from [81]) and then the simulation was performed. In order to
test controllers, the model will trigger some disturbance failures at particular times.
7.4.1 Detergent Service Operation
Figures 7.17 - 7.21 show the results of the simulation of each phase of the Detergent Service
Unit Operation. Firstly, in Figure 7.17, the CIP-Fill phase was executed to fill the tank
to 98 liters (Level switch - CIP-UNIT.T7.LS1), before P6 was closed. However, at time
t = 17 seconds, Pump P6 failed and then CIP-Fill started pump P66, the backup of P6,
which keeps filling the tank to the pre-defined level. At time t = 37 seconds, the goal
was reached and the controller then stopped P66 and closed all valves. CIP-Dose was
then called immediately and the concentration was increased (Fig 7.19 - CIP-UNIT.IS1-
3). This phase is divided into two phases: the first one monitored the functioning of the
pump P10 and the other one checked the state of the concentration switch and made the
fluid move. Again, during the operation, at time t = 67 seconds, P6 became unavailable,
and the back-up P66 was then activated. Once the value of concentration was reached
at around 113 seconds, P66 was stopped and AV1-14 was closed (the phase completed).
CIP-Heat (Figure 7.20) was then executed and the solution was recirculated through HE1
while it was heated. P66 was activated when P6 failed. The operation continued until
the goal temperature was reached, then pump P66 was stopped and valves were closed.
CIP-Rinse (Figure 7.21) was then called to flush pipework with fresh water. The correct
valves and pumps were opened since the temperature and the concentration in the tank
did not decrease. When P6 became unavailable, P66 was activated. Overall, the synthesis
of the optimal procedural control code for the Detergent Service Operation was shown to
be correct.
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Figure 7.17: Simulation of CIP-Fill Process
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Figure 7.18: Simulation of Tank Level of CIP-Fill Process
7.4.2 Water Rinse Operation
Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show the results of the simulation of each phase of the Water Rinse
Operation. Water-Fill operation continued until the level sensor became high. However,
at time t = 8 seconds, Pump P6 failed and P66 was then started, which keeps filling the
tank. After the goal was reached, Water-Fill stopped P66 and closed AV1-10. Water-
Drain started to drain T1. When the level sensor changed to low, Water-Drain closed
valves.
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Figure 7.19: Simulation of CIP-Dose Process
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Figure 7.20: Simulation of CIP-Heat Process
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Figure 7.21: Simulation of CIP-Rinse Process
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Figure 7.22: Simulation of CIP Water-Fill Process
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Figure 7.23: Simulation of CIP Water-Drain Process
7.5 Summary
The two case studies and numerical experiments in this chapter demonstrate the potential
of both the optimal procedural control approach for stochastic DESs and the supporting
tool designed. The synthesised optimal controllers consider both probabilities of events
occurrence and costs of events including operation cost and failure cost. As one can observe
in both case studies, when two or more units can perform the same task within a given
superstructure, the optimal controller automatically goes for the one with the minimum
expected cost. This applies to the normal operation as well as the failure treatment.
The designed controllers respond to failures by modelling the critical failures as pre-
defined explicit failure transition (Malfunction of Mixer M1 in case 1 and failure transition
of Pump P6 in case 2). When the main device fails, the emergency procedure will operate
the back-up device. In the Batch Pilot Plant case study, the dynamic simulation by
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gPROMS shows the synthesised optimal control logic for both the normal operation and
the failure treatment are correct.
Table 7.17 and 7.18 summarise some computational results. All calculations were
performed on a Windows PC with 3GHz CPU and 1GB RAM. In these two case studies,
the performance of Algorithm 2 nullifies the major advantage of Algorithm 1 in terms
of CPU time. As discussed before in section 5.3.2, when the model structure is acyclic,
each state enters and exits the candidate list only once in Algorithm 2 and therefore the
calculation time is reduced.
Specification Solution Dosing Numerical Experiments
1 2 3
Asynchronus product (states) 2304 2304 2304 2304
Dynamic constraints (transitions) 6 6 6 6
Probability definitions 13 13 13 13
Costs definitions 13 13 13 13
Superstructure (states) 288 288 288 288
Optimal controller (states) 13 5 5 13
Memory size (megabytes) 3 3 3 3
CPU time (s) (Alg 1) 14.5 16.73 16.47 14.55
CPU time (s) (Alg 2) 10.3 9.9 8.63 8.54
Table 7.17: Computational Results for Case Study 1
Specification Detergent Service Operation Water Rinse Operation
CIP-Fill CIP-Dose CIP-Heat CIP-Rinse Water-Fill Water-Drain
Asynchronus product 288 1008 864 288 432 24
Dynamic constraints 9 5 17 9 7 4
(transitions)
Probability definitions 16 26 20 18 18 10
Cost definitions 16 26 20 18 18 10
Superstructure 35 86 41 21 29 12
(states)
Optimal controller 20 22 23 12 17 8
(states)
Memory size < 1 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1
(megabytes)
CPU time (s) (Alg 1) 0.43 1.25 0.44 0.29 0.33 0.15
CPU time (s) (Alg 2) 0.4 1.74 0.47 0.30 0.37 0.16
Table 7.18: Computational Results for Case Study 2
The optimisation approach provides an alternative to a successive specification
procedure of the standard synthesis method (if the solution is not a desired procedural
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controller, the designer need to input extra specifications) where the desired behaviour
of the system is directly imposed by the designer. On the other hand, the optimisation
approach relies on the optimisation algorithms in the decision making process. As a result,
usually much fewer specifications are required from the user.
In Case Study 1, the synthesis of an optimal procedural controller required only
6 specifications instead of 13 specifications needed by the standard method. It was only
necessary to define the impossible states and transitions (e.g. non-physical behaviour). It
was not necessary to define the dynamic constraints 5 - 11 (page 40) to identify the “best”
procedural controller.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis has extended Procedural Control Theory (PCT) as a formal method for the
the design of optimal and provably correct procedural controllers for chemical processes
modelled as Stochastic Discrete Event Systems (SDESs).
A major goal of this research is to enable engineers to control SDESs so as to
operate reliably and optimally despite their complexity. One way of achieving this goal
is by using formal methods, which are mathematically based languages, techniques, and
tools for modelling and controlling such systems.
The main focus of this thesis has been the development of formal techniques for the
design of optimal procedural controller for SDESs. Following the previous development of
PCT in [59, 1] for processes modelled as deterministic DESs, PCT was expanded in this
research to address the modelling and controlling of a more realistic and complex system
- stochastic DESs. The major novel contributions of the thesis are:
• More realistic and generalised modelling: The formalism of weighted proba-
bilistic FSM (wp-FSM) was introduced to describe both qualitative and quantitative
behaviour of stochastic DESs. wp-FSMs are, in general, more general than deter-
ministic FSMs. A deterministic FSM is a specific example of a wp-FSM when the
probability, p = 1 for all events. The deterministic models are predicated on idealized
assumptions (e.g. complete confidence on the equipment) which are here removed.
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There are several practical advantages of considering wp-FSMs for procedural con-
trol.
DESs consisting of concurrent interacting processes present a broad spectrum of
uncertainty such as uncertainty in the occurrence of events. It is quite natural to
consider a model with stochastic behaviour, as the random phenomena cannot be
described with definiteness. The quantification of such uncertainty, and evaluation
of the effect on the system, need include the concept of probability. Furthermore,
under uncertainty, the procedural control of a DES potentially involves dealing with
risks (failures), and therefore, the synthesis of related controllers requires risk-benefit
trade-offs. All of these require the introducing of the probabilistic FSM.
Secondly, the approach evolves PCT to the point where designers may develop pro-
cedural controllers which not only satisfy logical constraints but also maximise or
minimise quantitative measures of the controlled system performance. wp-FSMs
utilize some quantitative measures of the system in the control problem. The uncer-
tain nature of components and systems is addressed by modelling DESs by means
of the probability of the failure of events (e.g. the breakdown of a pump or the
leakage of a tank) and its relevant failure cost (i.e. the cost to repair the pump,
or the penalty for the damage and undesirable affects arising), in addition to the
normal operating cost (i.e. physical resources and capital that may be used by the
plant to execute control commands). Obviously, the controller synthesised within
this multi-parameter framework can do more than a controller based on one single
parameter such as the operation cost only.
• Optimal expected cost: For the control problem, the strategy used in this work
relied on an optimal control approach. The synthesised optimal controllers for such
stochastic systems will take into consideration all integrated quantitative information
including the probability of event occurrences, operation costs and failure costs of
transitions in making optimal choices in the design of controllers.
The fundamental ability to deal with trade-offs has made this optimal control ap-
proach meaningful. For example, engineers may assume the worst case (e.g. the
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highest failure rate of the equipment) and develop conservative procedural con-
trollers for the system. However, such controllers could be too costly and complex.
On the other hand, an inexpensive and nonconservative procedural controller may
not be good enough to ensure a desired level of performance or safety of the system.
Therefore, the most desirable solution is a controller that is optimal, in the sense
of minimum expected cost, based on a trade-off among cost, risk and benefit. A
suitable objective function (the expected cost) was defined for this purpose.
• Failure behaviour: Two mechanisms are used to represent failure information
and handle them. Firstly, as noted, a wp-FSM model can naturally represent the
occurrence of a failure. A wp-FSM is one where there is a probability p of occurrence
associated with the transitions so that the transitions can fail with the probability 1-
p. Secondly, a special type of uncontrollable transition (an explicit failure transition)
is defined. The work follows a different perspective to fault tolerance control. The
aim is to look for a controller which embeds an internal model of the failure and thus
is able to intrinsically compensate for the failure. In other words, a Fault Detection
and Isolation(FDI) design stage is not required, but a proper design of a dynamic
controller is produced which is implicitly fault tolerant to all the possible failures
whose models are already embedded in the process model.
• Efficient algorithms: Chapter 5 formulated the optimal procedural control prob-
lem for stochastic DESs and proposed two algorithms and procedures to solve such
problems. In both algorithms, it calculates the cost of a sequence backwards from
the goal states to the initial state, recognising that the expected cost is a “cost-to-go”
from a system state instead of the traditional “cost-to-arrive” at a state. In Chapter
7, the algorithms successfully solved the optimisation problem for two case studies.
The synthesised controller converged the system to desired goal states in the “best”
way according to the trade-off among risk, cost and benefit. In the Solution Dosing
Tank case, algorithms performed well in terms of CPU time - average 10 seconds for
a rather large 2304 states problem. The calculations were performed on a Windows
PC with 3GHz CPU and 1GB RAM.
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• Estimations: The cost and probability used in the SDES model play a crucial role
in the solution of the problems considered. Although deriving such factors is not the
main research objective in this thesis, section 5.4 provided some preliminary results
of a method for estimating these quantitative measures.
On the practical side, recognising the importance of the needs of a target end user,
a suitable computational implementation of all theoretical work was completed in Chapter
6. The aim is to fully support the use of the developed method in a practical environment,
so that optimal procedural controllers for stochastic DESs can be quickly synthesised
and implemented. The merits of both the theoretical approach and the supporting tool
designed were illustrated with two case studies in Chapter 7. The examples presented
show that new techniques developed in this thesis enable the rapid synthesis of optimal
procedural controllers for SDESs and those that contain equipment that can fail.
The work of this thesis is summarised as in Table 8.1:
Topic Techniques Reference
Section
Modelling of stochastic DESs Weighted probabilistic FSMs 4.1
Operations on wp-FSMs 4.3
Failure modelling and cost 4.1&5.4
Cost and probability estimation 5.4
Optimal control of SDESs Synthesis Algorithm 1 5.3.1
Synthesis Algorithm 2 5.3.2
Optimal controller synthesis 5.2&5.3.3
Failure recovery and cost optimisation 5.3.3
Computational implementation Data design 6.1.1
C++ implementation 6.1.2
Details of algorithms Appendix
Case studies Solution dosing tank 7.2
CIP process 7.3
Table 8.1: Summary of Work in the Thesis
8.1 Future Research
On the basis of this research, some areas for future research are identified as:
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• Algorithm: The proposed Algorithm 2 was successfully tested with two problems
of significant size. It is important to stress that the size of the model itself grows
exponentially with the number of components. Exploiting the optimisation algo-
rithms for efficient synthesis is a method worthwhile exploring in future research
work. Algorithm 2 updates the label value of each state in each iteration without an
order and the computation could be expensive in certain cases. A state node may
enter the candidate list multiple times. It is possible to develop some modifications
for reducing the number of updates.
• Reliability: Reliability may be defined in terms of a probability that the controlled
SDES can be forced from the initial state to goal states while restricting its behaviour
to a desirable set of trajectories (e.g. the optimal procedural controller). It is
desirable that the controlled system can be operated not only with a minimum
cost but also subject to a minimum reliability. For a given process design, this
could be formulated and solved as a multi-objective optimisation problem within
the stochastic PCT framework. Finding the best design (e.g. redundancy in control
devices) to achieve a guaranteed level of reliability is also a problem that could be
studied with the proposed framework.
• Further Development of PCT ToolBox: PCT ToolBox presented in chapter 6
is developed by the PCT group at Imperial College London. There is a potential for
more improvement. The rigorous calculations in building models and synthesising
optimal controllers are hidden from the user. A new tracing function of PCT Tool-
Box would aid the user in finding the specification or model fault in the event of
synthesising errors. To improve the robustness, modelling errors need to be caught as
early as possible in the design process and protection function against machine/pro-
gram crashes also needs to be added. The ability to handle different levels of user
(e.g. new, average, power user) will help to attract a wider audience. The extension
and update of the standard component library will significantly improve the usability
and efficiency.
• Further development of abnormal operation for large systems: The impor-
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tant effect of failures on the behaviour of a process is recognised in this thesis. This
work show that failures and emergency procedures affect the size of the SDES model
in a very direct way. Further developments and tests are needed to obtain full under-
standing of the impact of more explicit failures at the controller synthesising process.
It will be useful to determine the different types of failures and propose appropriate
models for them. There is a potential to analyse the use of self-monitoring/diagnosis
capabilities of smart field devices to simplify the treatment of failures and the man-
agement of alarms.
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Appendix A
Proof of Algorithm 1
Proposition 5.1 Given a stochastic DES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} with
probabilities P and costs Co, Cf for each event, and its initial state q0 and the set of goal
states (attractor) A, Algorithm 1 (Table 5.1) synthesises CMS for M under the assumption
5.1.
Firstly, we need prove that at the end of step (iv), for all states in V , the calculated
expected cost is minimum, i.e. ∀q ∈ V, λ(q) = Emin(q, A). We prove this by induction on
Aj for each iteration because of Aj+1 = Aj ∪ Vj . Obviously, after the jth iteration, the
expected cost of states in Aj+1 = Aj ∪ Vj will not be updated by the algorithm in further
iterations. For j = 0: ∀q ∈ A0, λ(q) = Emin(q, A) = 0. Assume for j = n, it follows that:
∀q ∈ An+1, λ(q) = Emin(q, A) (A.1)
then for j = n+ 1: it need to be proved that:
∀q ∈ An+2, λ(q) = Emin(q, A) (A.2)
The expected cost from states in An+1 to A will not be updated after nth iteration
and, therefore, in order to prove (A.2), we only need prove:
∀q ∈ Vn+1, λ(q) = Emin(q,A) (A.3)
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We know in step (iv), ∀q ∈ Vn+1, e ∈ E(q),
e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ ECMS iff λ(q) ≥ Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) (A.4)
At the (n+ 1)th iteration, each state q selected in step ii is An+1-forced-attractable
and λ(q) = min(Ec(q), Eu(q)) < ∞. Obviously, there exist at least one event e∗ =
(q, σ∗, q∗) ∈ ECMS (q), v∗ ∈ An+1, such that:
λ(q) = E(q) = Cq(e∗) + P (e∗)λ(q∗) (A.5)
From equation 5.6 in chapter 5 and equation A.1, we can obtain:
ECMS/M (q, A) ≥ Cq(e∗) + P (e∗)Emin(q∗, A) = Cq(e∗) + P (e∗)λ(q∗) = λ(q) (A.6)
From equation 5.6, we know there exist at least an arc e′ = (q, σ′, q′′) ∈ ECMS (q),
q′′ ∈ An+1 such that:
ECMS/M (q, A) = ECMS/M (q
′′, A)P (e′) + Cq(e′) (A.7)
From equation A.1 and equation A.4:
ECMS/M (q, A) = Emin(q
′′, A)P (e′) + Cq(e′) = λ(q′′)P (e′) + Cq(e′) ≤ λ(q) (A.8)
From (A.6) and (A.8):
ECMS/M (q,A) = λ(q) (A.9)
Now, λ(q) is the expected cost from the state in CMS/M to the goal states. we can
start to prove that ∀q ∈ Vn+1, λ(q) = Emin(q, A).
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Define Q∗ ⊆ (Q − An+1) as a set of states such that q∗ ∈ Q∗ if its Emin(q∗, A) is
the minimal, such that:
Emin(q∗, A) = min
q∈(Q−An+1)
Emin(q, A) (A.10)
∀C ∈ CMS , q ∈ Q∗, one of the following must be true,
C(q) = e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Ec(q) with q′ ∈ An+1 (A.11)
C(q) = ∅ with δ(q, ECu (q)) ⊆ An+1 (A.12)
Otherwise, there would be an event connecting q to a state q′ with Emin(q, A) <
Emin(q′, A). However, under the assumption 5.1, this rises to a contradiction. From
equations (A.11) and (A.12), Q∗ is forced attractable.
If C ∈ CMS , ∀q ∈ Q∗, we know Emin(q, A) = EC/M , and at least one of the following
must be true from step ii:
Emin(q, A) = min
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Ec(q)
Emin(q′, A)P (e) + Cq(e) (A.13)
Emin(q, A) = max
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Eu(q)
Emin(q′, A)P (e) + Cq(e) (A.14)
From equation A.1 and step ii, the above equations can be:
Emin(q, A) = min
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Ec(q)
λ(q′)P (e) + Cq(e) = Ec(q) (A.15)
Emin(q, A) = max
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Ec(q)
λ(q′)P (e) + Cq(e) = Eu(q) (A.16)
Thus, from step ii,
Emin(q, A) = min(Ec(q), Eu(q)) = E(q) = λ(q) (A.17)
It means ∀q ∈ Q∗, Emin(q,A) = λ(q). We start to prove that Q∗ = Vn+1. For
any An+1-forced-attractable state q, it is possible to construct a (not necessarily optimal)
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controller C such that at least one of the following is true (q′ ∈ An+1):
Emin(q, A) ≤ EC/M (q, A) = min
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Ec(q)
Emin(q′, A)P (e) + Cq(e) (A.18)
Emin(q, A) ≤ EC/M (q, A) = max
e=(q,σ,q′)∈Eu(q)
Emin(q′, A)P (e) + Cq(e) (A.19)
From equation A.1 and step ii,
Emin(q, A) ≤ min(Ec(q), Eu(q)) = E(q) = λ(q) (A.20)
and ∀q∗ ∈ Q∗, from equations (A.17) and (A.20),
E(q∗) = λ(q∗) = Emin(q∗, A) ≤ Emin(q, A) ≤ λ(q) = E(q) (A.21)
We are able to make the following observations:
(1) if q 6∈ Q∗, then Emin(q∗, A) < Emin(q, A) and from (A.21), it follows that E(q∗) <
E(q). From step (iii), we conclude that q 6∈ Vn+1
(2) if q ∈ V ∗, then λ(q∗) = λ(q). From (A.21), we know this is the minimal possible λ(q)
for any An+1-forced-attractable state and from step iii, we know that q ∈ Vn+1.
Finally, we can conclude that Vn+1 = Q∗. Then we prove equation A.3. Thus,
∀q ∈ V, λ(q) = Emin(q, A). It means that at the end of step (iv), for all states in Aj+1, the
expected cost is minimum. After most nth iteration (n is the number of states), Aj+1 = Q,
the algorithm terminates. The set of all disabled transitions reflects the actions of CMS .
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Appendix B
Proof of Algorithm 2
Proposition 5.2 Given a stochastic DES M = {Q,V nv ,Σ, δ, γ, q0, Qm, P, Co, Cf} with
probabilities P and costs Co, Cf for each event, and its initial state q0 and the set of goal
states (attractor) A, Algorithm 2 (Table 5.2) synthesises CMS for M .
From step (ii) and (iii), the value λ(q) corresponds to the expected cost of a path
(without cycle) from q to A, the goal states, and since the number of paths in a finite
FSM is finite, Algorithm 2 terminates after finite iterations. Let C be one of the optimal
controllers. We need prove that:
∀q ∈ Q,λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) = Emin(q, A) (B.1)
We know at the first iteration, for j = 0: ∀q ∈ A0, λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) =
Emin(q, A) = 0. Assume for j = n, it follows that:
∀q ∈ Aj , λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) = Emin(q, A) (B.2)
then for j = n+ 1: we need prove that:
∀q ∈ Aj+1, λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) = Emin(q, A) (B.3)
Assume the following state sets:
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• A0 = A, the set of goal states
• Aj+1 = Aj ∪Bj , Bj = q ∈ Q−Aj/δC/M (q,Σ) ⊆ Aj
The state q ∈ Bj is a predecessor of a state in Aj . Obviously, finally, An = Q since C
realises the global strong attraction.
Again, to prove equation B.3, we only need prove that:
∀q ∈ Bj , λ(q) = EC/M (q,A) = Emin(q,A) (B.4)
(I) if there is no uncontrollable transition from q, from Step (ii)(1) and (iv)(2), we
know that the transitions of the controller C are:
e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ E(q) iff λ(q) = Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) (B.5)
where from step (ii) (3), B.5 follows that upon termination:
λ(q) = E(q) = min
{
Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′)
}
(B.6)
Then,
EC/M (q, A) = max
{
EC/M (q
′, A) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Ec
}
(B.7)
= max
{
λ(q′) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Ec
}
(B.8)
= λ(q) (B.9)
To prove λ(q) = Emin(q, A), obviously
λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) ≥ Emin(q, A) (B.10)
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If λ(q) > Emin(q, A) then,
λ(q) > Emin(q, A) = min
{
Emin(q′, A) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)
}
(B.11)
= min
{
λ(q′) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)
}
(B.12)
= E(q), from Step(ii)(1) (B.13)
However, if λ(q) > E(q), the algorithm should not have terminated. This brings the
contradiction. Thus, λ(q) = Emin(q, A).
(II) if there are uncontrollable transitions from q, two alternatives:
(1) if Eu(q) > Ec(q), from step (iv)(2), we know that the the transitions of controller
C at q are given by the controllable transition as B.5, thus, it can be proved as in the first
situation.
(2) if Eu(q) < Ec(q), from Step (ii)(2) and (iv)(2), the transitions of controller C:
e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Eu(q) iff λ(q) = Cq(e) + P (e)λ(q′) (B.14)
Since E(q) = λ(q), Then:
EC/M (q, A) = max
{
EC/M (q
′, A) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Ec
}
(B.15)
= max
{
λ(q′) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e = (q, σ, q′) ∈ Ec
}
(B.16)
= max
{
λ(q′) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e ∈ Eu(q)
}
(B.17)
= E(q) = λ(q) (B.18)
To prove λ(q) = Emin(q, A), obviously
λ(q) = EC/M (q, A) ≥ Emin(q, A) (B.19)
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If λ(q) > Emin(q, A) then,
λ(q) > Emin(q, A) ≥ max
{
Emin(q′, A) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e ∈ Eu(q)
}
(B.20)
= max
{
λ(q′) ∗ P (e) + Cq(e)|e ∈ Eu(q)
}
(B.21)
= E(q) (B.22)
Again, if λ(q) > E(q), the algorithm should not have terminated. Thus, ∀q ∈ Aj+1, λ(q) =
Emin(q, A). It means when the algorithm terminates, for all states, the expected cost is
minimum. The set of all disabled transitions reflects the actions of CMS .
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Is bool variable True?
B
Bool variable New states in the attractor = true
j = 0
E
F
Steps iii & iv
Algorithm 1 - overall logic procedure
Set bool variable = false
j=j+1
A
Starting
step i
I
J
Step v
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Do more
states exist?
Is it a forced 
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Get State List
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E = Ec E = Eu
Set
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Set failure transitions
start step ii
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Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Set E(q)
Figure C.1: Algorithm 1 - overall logic procedure
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Figure C.2: Algorithm 1 - step i
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Iteration of state list
Algorithm 1 – Steps iii & iv
Is E = Emin
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More Trans
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Figure C.3: Algorithm 1 - step iii and iv
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Figure C.4: Algorithm 1 - step v
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Is NewIteration True?
B
Bool variable NewIteration= true
j = 0
Algorithm 2 - overall logic procedure
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Figure D.1: Algorithm 2 - overall logic procedure
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